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Let us print your
personal cards, business forms, envelopes, placards, circulats
or programs. We have
4 presses and over
200 styles of type.
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Electricity May Cost More
After Oct. 1: KU Seeks Raise

Cayce Seniors Name
Class Officers And
'19 Year-book Staff
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ENGRAVING?
Rubber stamps? Wedding invitations? Ledger sheets? Poster
paper? Personal stationary? We're as near
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Farm Bureau To Protest Phone
Increases, Bard Reports Here

With the election ot cias1 of-

senior class elected the follow.,:ornitn
Kentucky Utilities Company this week petitioned the Public ing og serve the class for the
school
year: James
ieeees...0.4..440+•••••••44-0.4.4.4.4 Service Commission for permission to add a Fuel Clause to its
commercial and industrial electric contracts. Some customers al- Workman, president; Virgil Uprapidly —
-Kentucky Lake is
reaoy are being billed under this arrangement. The propeosed ton, vice-president; Wilma Sue
rounding itself out in the shape clause would affect about 23,000 of the 155,000 customers seeved Brasfield secretar
and Ruth
,Jean Bondurant, tY
reasurer. A. J
of a full-fledged resort. One can • bY the company
The fuel ad .ustment cha e would' not affect basic rates, KU Lowe was named class sponsor.
now rent . . .by the day. week
President. Ft. M. Watt said, norrgwould it affect farm and residential , Staff for the 1949 Year-book
th . . .
f
th'
h ,
is as follows: Harold Henderson
"We most certainly will protest to the proposed rate in-Ingle room up to and including institutions
and
governmen' Service Commission
editor; business manager. Bobbie
Watt
said:
President N. B. Hardeman of creases of the Southern Bell Telephone Company," Ftoy Bard presia completely-furnished 5-room agencies also are excluded from .'During the last few years -,our , Sue Buchanan; James E. Sad dent of the Fulton County Farm Bureau told the News Wednes.
dier, assistant editor; Fteba Fer- , Freed-Hardeinan college, will day in a telephone interview with the popular Fulton County
cabin. And when we say cam • the extra char e
expenses ave increas
tremenfarmer. "The rural telephone situation in this county has reached
Cost of Living Rise
guson,
senior
editor;
James
WorkP
dously. In many cases they have
pletely furnished, v..e mean with
Watt said that application of
man. art editor and Joe E. Mos- Christ on each of the remaining ,
1 a 'serious' stage, and vitally afSundays in September and Bro.
electric range, refrigerator and the Fuel Clause would only part- doubled. The cost of coal we use ,er, sports editor.
Ifects stream-lined farming in
has gone up 320 per eent.
Weaver,
Richard
young
miaistercompltte set of dishes.
ly displace the increased cost
' Each class will appoint a re. .
this section.
"Demands for increased serv
la' student of Hudson, O., will
ol coal. In ;the last year we
t
t
d
"Ilhere has been little prot
ice, both to new and existing
here
reach
first
the
four
In case you're interested fur have paid *2,000,000 more
Suneditorial staff of the year-book.
gress made in supplying vital
for customers. have made it
necesdays
October,
in
in
absence
the
ther, theie accommodations are coal than we would have paid fnr
W. W. Chumbler is the new
rural telephone communications."
sary for us to expand and ex- ! principal
of the Cayce Schorl I of Bro. Charles L. Houser, local
he continued, "and the story has
in the administration-buildine ,the same amount in 1940." he tend our facilities
despite
'minister.
the'
been
the
same
for many,
area near the dam ... and a card said. "This is about three times high cost of conitruction. A pub- ; and from early reports it is in.
dicated that the student body
!the amount of gross revenue the
many months . . . sooner or
rde
em
aH
d uacnator
s aan
lic service organization cannot
Call C1' ViSit will get you reserand faculty have given him e knPorwnes.
company would receive from the
isand s
.
iv
wpe
idaek
Now you've heard everything. later, we'll get them. We're not
tell the public 'We're sorry, but whole-hearted stamp of
ations.
approval.,er of exceptional ability. Ha was The cocktail room, the lounge getting them sooner or later," heladded fuel ,charge. Operating ec- •
we have no kilowatts today. Wetone of the co-founders et the room, the dressing room. But said.
Makes it nice for the all-night onomies and customers' increas- '11 call you when they come in'
The statement made by Mr.
!ed use of electricity have enablA
legh
chn laceoanrs
easw,hbies
co
anId
necA
atTtih
te
e here comes Joe Brown, manager
d nw
Fuel Charge Varies
fishing party, or when you have tus
to absorb the added cost up I
of the Fulton theatres with . . . Bard is in answer to a circular
"Increased, expenses. increasa couple or three days and hate until now."
letter sent to all farm bureau
that institution since its begin- guess what .
a cry room
heads and county agents regardto drive baek and forth as much
Watt. compared the fuel charge ed investment and increasing
ning in 1908. Some years ago he
Yes, its just that Of course ing
have
taxes
made
necessary
it
for
the proposed hearings apspent several months traveling you've seen the ads at the movas we do. Appropriately enough, to a "cost of living" rise. 'It has us to obtain added revenue.
Tho
—
and studying in the Holy Land. ies saying "If Baby Crys, Do A- pearance before the Public Serv
the guy to see is named Fisher. absolutely no effect on any of fuel adjustment charge was seice
Commission of the Kentucky
our rates. We are passing along
rEgypt and various countries of way With Him?" Now Joe is a
a little less than one-third of the lected as the fairest method be- ,
Europe, which increased his al- good fellow and he didn't want St,ate Farm Bureau Federation.
cause it does not affect basic
'Reelfoot Lake seems to be los- tremendously increased
to
whom
the official protest will
Rev. Percy L. Stone, formerly ready wide range of knowledge. to see children smothered to
cost of rates. The fuel
charge is neither
ing some of its addicts to the coal. We are absorbing
minister of the Christian church
the oth- fixed nor permanent.
Young Bro. Weaver has been death to keep them quiet in tile be made by the Fulton County
It fluct- at Bera,
good fishing below the dam at er two-thirds." he explained.
Farm Bureau.
Ky.. assumed the pas- in this area the past three or
i vates from month to month with
show, so he has built a ten-fed . in a statement to the Newsi
K-Lake, and we don't wonder.
Ten Rate Cuts Cited
torate of the First Christian four years attending college in
the cost of coal.
room on the mezanine just for the KFBF.
You can thro in a I.
al
t
W
1
Church here last Sunday He aad Henderson Tenn., and Murray,
, "If and when this cost goes
le
anywhere off shore and get even to those affected
l
wo i nattily
"A number ett county Farm
'his family moved last week, and Ky. He was heard a number of
by tre Iclown. the
. , . and See the movie, all et Bureaus have expressed
customers affected will
plenty of action for your trou- fuel adjustment
are occupying the parsonage at times this past summer, preach an incharge, elec. benefit
to the full extent of such
the same time
ble. Grandmas and their grand- tricity still is substantially
. ...______ terrat in rete Increase hearings
411 Eddings.
Mayfield. _
•
low- !decreases. Just
as quickly as the
children stand side by side and ,er than before the war. Ten
' The room is completely insulat- before the Public Service CornBorn in Birmingham, Ala., a er frern WICTM'
rate ,financial affairs of
the company
at least last Monday (Labor 'reductions made during
Bro. Houser expects to ret rn ed for sound, with a ten-foot mission sought by the Southern
graduate of Howard College. Mr.
the last ermit, the
Fuel
Clause
will
be
Day) had a wonderful time.
be.,
year
to
h'
work
here the fifth Sun- Nate glass window so Mother Bell Telephone Co. As i result114 years are, on present day
Stone taught school a
'removed from these rate schedday in Qctotser. Ile is taking a ein hold the baby and se* the of this widesprusd interest, the
'fore taking three
The only gripe we have is usage, Pying cueeomers about
wails ,Kentucky Farm Bureau Federa510.000,000 a year, he explained.
vacation trip and then will con- 'movie. while the baby
ay,e five cents each for m
eeprg
ara°
tiforaf;
o;
1
'ule
"s
fn general our customers 'II ,tiate training in pYre
the ministry, He held one pas- duet three revivals during his IWhat, about the sound? Shucks, tion requested and has beers
flows arid then have some little , The request for a fuel adjust-'continue to get
twice as mucn
the's fixed that too. He's piped ',rented permission to be repretorate at Russellville, Ark., but abeence from Fulton.
4-inch runt of a perch keep think- ment eharge marks the first tima electricity for
their money us
aannodthiferwsasounntdfotrratchkeibiantobythierkryoommirl,tented at the next hearing." anKentucky Utilities company has
most of his work has been id
ing - he can swallow them.
;they
got
15
years
ago."
!asked permission to increase the
I flounces J., E.. Stanford, Louis en uc y. He preached at BardsKtk
.5ind if you've never run
lap, you'd never tell you wers:Yillat Federation executive sec
town seven years arid at Colum
a ' cost of electricity to any group
The
hairspring
in
a
lady'
,
••
CI obstacle course you can et of customets since the first
retary.
not sitting in the loges.
bia five years. For over three
test t h
the same general feeling by run _ 'World War, Watt said.
Mr. Stanford tken went on to
The room seats melt peoPle,
diarneter of an average humar vears he was a field worker in
ning up and down the boulders!'
Coal Cast Up 3211 Pet.
sixteen really, with the crying declare that the Federation Jaas
hair and vibrates 18000 time.; this area under a state mission•
below the dam. If you find that! In a statement to the
ary and Sunday school organizebaby. But to telll
Publie'an hour
ij
e letr
uth. evety ititention of beirig reprecase. try it some dark night with I
ition with. heaciqitar7e3 at Ben-'POM
seated, mid that they have been
the room is so qui
drivnig rain beating you in tl•e
ton.
able, so modern, tliii • f the else.. advised tha. the date for the next•
P
face!
Mr. Stone has taught in young . Captay Alfred DeAngelirXt e is real sad, htse
will- be set duiing . Sep. k,
up.
people's and adult su miner
tembler.
at Instr _tor of the local Or
ere and cry yoltrse f.
.ferences in three states. He at- led Reserve Corps Office, Owene, The "Cry Room",is the very
Following on our story about
"--To guide us in our efforts to
tended the World Convention of boro. Ky., has announced that latest in modern picture shows. arrive at a fair and unbiased
C. Maynard's hen that specia.Churches of Christ at Leicester qualified civilian experts may arid its one of the first to be put °Pinion on the merits of the
lizes in double-yoke eggs comes
• England. in 1935. At Bera he vas now apply for direct appeint- lin actUal oPeration in this part Telephone Company's appeal. we
one about a tree. that specializes
Building Is Culination of Two Years '— a member of the Kiwanis Club ments as commissioned officers icif the country.
in double hickory nuts. Robert
What'll they think have requested the Commission
E. Brov.Aer out on Fulton Route
a 4-H Club sponsor. and vice- in the Officers' Reserve Corps.
of next? Did tve hear you men- to furnish us copies of its recDiligent
Work
To
Raise
Funds
4 dr
.opped in the office last week
president of the ministerial asords and exhibits of past hear•
Appointments are available for tion a diaper servite?
to show us several double-hulls
sociation. He ls a member of the qualified civilian experts in any
ings on the company's most recWork on a new edifice in tho will be used
in
the
main
for
the main business comtnittee of the one of seventy-six broadly defrom the tree intact . . . he tells "church area" of West Fulton
ent proposal," Stanford stated.
Sunday School classes.
Year
Old
of
Son
Milton
us that out of 200 scaly-bark will- be started the early part of
"So far." he says, "we have not
Seats in the auditorium will International Convention of Dis- fined professional and technical
'hickory nut trees on his place. next week. when McDade and be
I ciples of Christ. Mr. Stone has i specialties in
grades
rangme Brock Dies In Memphis,taken a position in this case.
movable ones for the present,
this tree is the only one that McDade local contractors will be- with
"Although the organization
pews to be purchased per published several hymns and oth- from Sec.:Ind Lieutenant to ColDavid Milton Brock, year old has not taken a position."
produces 'em .
er religious verse, and is a mem- onel.
Stan. and it does gin work on the new Cumber- haps at some later
date.
of
son
and
Mr.
Tho
Mrs.
Milton
ford asserted, "we can say that
ber of the Hymn Society of
so year after year. The smart land Presbyterian church, which church
will be erected on the
Brock
Monday
died
afternoon
Among
the
specialties
are
insince the war improvements in
America.
squirrels out there, ,he adde. is estimated to cost approxi- back end
of the lot, facing SecMrs. Stone (nee Ruby Wiley) cluded Automotive Engineering, at his home in Memphis. Little service and increases in the
clean the bonus-tree first of all' anately $40.000. J. H. Lawrence. ond street.
David had been ill for several numbers of rural telephones have
Bacteriology,
Civil
Engineering,
is a native of Covington, Ky., a
!chairman of the building comAt the ceremony on Sunday, graduate of
Legal, Laundry and Dry Clean- months.
'not been what we anticipated.
Fourth street is either the mittee announced today.
the University
of
Funeral services were held This is just a statement of fact
Rev. W. R. Reid, who has been
Cincinnati (B.S. and R.N.) and .ing, Medical Allied Sciences.
hunariest or the best-fed stree;
pastor of the church for sorae- has
Nursing, Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 at and not an indication of the
in town . . . take your pick. In I Ground for the church W3C
studied in the College of Mining Engineering,
time. but who leaves on Septem- Missions.
Postal. Railway Administrative the National Funeral Home in position the organization might
the short space of three blocks ,broken last Sunday in ceremonber 13 for his new charge in
Administration Memphis conducted by the Rev take," he declared
There are three children in and Personnel
there are no less than 8 places ies commemorating the proposed
R. G. Lee. Interment was in
The Southern Bell Telephone
serving food. Count 'em: Smith's new church building. The serv- Magnolia, Ark., turned the firs" the Stone family, the oldest of and Vocational Guidence.
Memorial Park.
shovel of dirt.
Telephone Company, in advertise
To be eligible, applicants must
whom is Paul, who is studying
Three-Wav. E. Myrick. The Grill, ice culminates two years o'
Others who participated and in Phillips
diligent planning by the church's
Mr. Brock, father of David, was ments appearing in State news
Little Castel,
University, Enid, Okla. meet the following requiremente:
Drive-In
Cafe.
who represented the varlius Miss
Hickory Log and I3us Station congregation to establish a fund
Anne Stone is a sophomore be between the ages of twenty- reared in Fulton having been the papers, signified their intention
church departments were:
.at Arkansas Polytechnic College, one and fifty-four. ,be U. S. citi- nephew of Mr. and Mrs. O. H. to increase rates in order to
Cafe. And that doesn't count the!sufficient to begin work on the
J. H. Lawrence, Bobby Snow,
Legion. which serves members building
Russellville. Ark. The third child zen. be physically qualified, and McFerrin, also former residents meet the increasing costs of
Cla
ude Williams. Otha Linton, is
Planned as a brick structure
maintainence and supply.
meet the minimum professional of Fulton. now of Memphis.
telly. or the two grocery _stores.
Barton. aged 10.
Mrs.
H. A. Coulter. Mrs. Eliza ortechnial and special educaSatt-ver's and DeMver's who will the overall length of the buildbeth
Snow.
Mrs.J.H. Lawrence and
FM you the makins' if you go in , ing will be 66 feet long and the
Elks Fete Railroaders tional requirements of the branch
, width. all but the vestibule. Anne Linton.
and grade for which applying.
for volume.
•which will be ten feet wide, will
The News commends the pas- A t Barbecue Tonight
No previous military experience
be 40 feet. The full basement tor and congregation for the
The Fulton Elks Lodge is hay- is required.
will be completely finished and strides they have made in secur- ing a barbecue this
et-ening in
For more detailed information
will house a recreation room and ing the funds necessary to erect the lodge rooms on
Lake street call at the local Organized Rekitchen with modern facilities. the modern edifice, whirh win at 7 p. m. for directors and
their serve Corps office, 2d floor, 229
The Fulton Ministerial Al- of the schools, parents, teachers,
Floors in the church auditorium be an outstanding addition to special guests. members of the
Allen street, Owensboro, Ky., or hance in a called meeting• on the civic clubs, newspagers, aree
will be hardwood and the win- ; Fulton County's excellent church Fulton Railroaders team.
phone 3528.
Friday September 3. agreed to other organizations of the com•
dows will be of stained glass. system.
The members have chosen this
m
suniity
i.
ye
cohtuhreohf
th
ueinmo
.
The back of the church will eonMeanwhile work continues on method of expressing their apDemocritus, the great physicist d
°c
untr7abe
aess!gn
'Seaete
y'
S
'r
tain
a
choir
room,
additions
a
the
study
to the Church of preciation to the team members of ancient Greece, was the first
and
Don't be what you ain't,
the
month for
participating erv ces For Mrs.
two Sunday School rooms, al- Christ and the Baptist Church. for the efforts they have made
Jes' be what you is,
Parton
man to dis.....•over the atom and re- churches. The following minist'Cause if you is what you am, though the present church build- with completion scheduled for to give Fulton a good baseball port that it was the basis of all ers were present: Rev. J. C. Mat- We d Monday at Lynvi
'lie
ing,
which
excellent
is
in
repair,
fall.
this
club this year.
Den you am what you is.
matter
thews, Church of The Nezarene;
_
Funeral
services
for
If you is jes' a little tadpole
Mrs. LauRev. Percy Stone. First Christian ra D. Parton of
the Lynville
Don't try to be a frog;
Church; Rev. J. G. Hei3ner, First community were
held
If you is jes' de tail,
Monday'
Baptist Church: Rev. W E Mis- afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from
Don't try to wag de dog. ,
chke, First Methodist Chutzh. the Lynville Methodist
Church.
Other churches in the rommuni- The beloved resident
You can always pass de plate
ty not represented at this meet- way Sunday morning passed a-Does the U. S. differ from En
Among "new" acquaintances in a common truide of transporta- ping or visiting.
at the MayIf ,you can't exhort an' preach! gland? Quite a
bit, Rotarians this country, Mrs. Gaddy listed tion for young and old alike for
American schools, too, she has ing because their representa- field Hospital. She was 78.
If you is jes' a pebble
learned Tuesday at their regular canna flowers, screens (no mo- !shopping, travel and relaxation found different.
unable to att ih
nd, are_
Rev. F. B. Alexander
In England, ed- tives were
Don't try to be de beach.
luncheon as they listened to pe- quitoes there), prohibition (the
the British Isles ... as a mat ucation, while excellent. is also ! invited to participate in t e pro- ed at the services with officiatDon't try to be what you ain't, tite Mrs. Roy Gaddy of
burial in
Clintnn, English "Pub" is a universal in- .ter of fact, in all Europe.
Rhodes Cemetery.
expensive. The girls attend pri- !gram'
Jes' be what you is,
a native Englishwoman who mar- stitution,) sweet potatoes, sweet
Regarding American homes. vate or boarding schools and the • "See You
She
'Cause de man that plays it
leaves
Church
In
her husband,
SundeY"
ried during the war and who is salads with fruit (to the English she pointed' out that the English boys the same, with
few co-edu- month has as its goal the at- Parton,. two sons, Hubert Tom
square
rounding out her 31st month in a salad is always vegetable.;. all- !"don't tear down and build a- cational institutions.
and
Arnold Parton, both of
tendance
A'gwine to get his.
all
'
people
the
Fulof
in
Lynnthis country.
night cafes, juke boxes, tourist gain as we do .. they prefer the
English sports consist mainly ton at church servicc.; and other ville: and two sisters,
Nrs. Lucia
The climate. Mrs. Gaddy ex- , courts and big porches on hqus- 'old because . . with age a home. in horse
raeing and greyhound !church meetings durine Oetober. Woods of Unionville, Ill.,
It ain't what you has been,
and
plained, is about the same, ex- se . ,
la elub or an inn acquires tradi- •racing and crkket (a highly-pop- jEach church will plan and
Mrs.
Maude
It's what you NOW AM IS!
Farrell
!
deof Paducah.
cept that when it gets hotter then
She has found distances tre- ,tion and mellowness."
ular summer game). Basketball. vise its own program. A simulThe News extends
heartfelt
85 degrees the English find it mendously greater, automobilos
The Enelish Pubs. which have ,for which teams of her adopted
taneous effort he the different sympathies to the family of the
Sometimes Liftle Phobe just unbearable. Anywhere in England much larger, railroad coaehes ! no American counterpart,
are State are rated IA nationally, is churches of community should deceased in their
hour
laughs and laughs at the way is but a short trip to the sea- much larger and not divided into the "everyman's Club" of
of bethat known as net-ball in England. bring increased attendance
at reavement.
folks try to be ''what ;hey ain't." shore with its hundreds of re- !the first and third-class com- 'country. and each has his favor,and is a "tame girls game."
each church ancl the lifting and
She found this little poem a- sort towns, and the English flock partments which European tra- ite, to which he generally
goes I The Monarchy in her native strenethening of the total relleThe first Ameriean to
round somewhere and wants you to the shore on hot summer velers universally ride; Ameri ifor games, beer or companionship
engage
I land, she explained to question- ious life of the commitrity.
in meat packing was
to know its the way the ,'folke weekends much as we head for can food amazingly plentiful af- after work. The women,
Witham
too, ers, is a great, stabilizing inPynchon, of Springfield, Mem,
what know" size up the "folks our own lakes and inland re- .ter small English ration quotas, have their tea shops for
morning
The cooperating churches will who in 1655 starAed to
----what ain't."
drive catsorts.
and a lack of bicycles, which are and afternoon tea while shop(Ceattassed ea pace tea)
apPreciate the support and help tle to Boston.
1

COLLEGE PRESIDENT ..'SERIOUS' RURAL PHONE SERVICE RETARDS
TO FILL PULPIT AT i STREAM-LINED FARMING METHODS HE SAYS
CHURCH OF CHRIST1 .
DON'T CHOKE BABY!
JOE BROWN PUTS
IN 'CRY ROOM
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CIVILIAN EXPERTS
OFFERED OFFICER •
IN ARMY

WORK ON $4,000 PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
TO START NEXT WEEK,LAWRENCE REPORTS
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Little
Phoebe

America Thru English Eyes: Unusual!

MINISTERIAL ALLIANCE PLANS CONCERTED,
DRIVE FOR OCTOBER CHURCH ATTENDANCE
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. WEstpheling
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
abarged at the rates specified by advertising department.
Subscription rates radius of 20 miles of Pillion $2.00 a year. Else-.here $2.50 a year.

Grace Noll Crowell

lered as second class matter June 28, 1933 at the post office at
ton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3, 1879.

HANDLE

them carefully, gardener! these
brown husks
Have banked dad fires, but any moment
rnay
Burk into flame. They bold the dawns and nub
And the gold noons of every gorgeous day:
They are heavy with age, yer youth will rend them
apart,
And color will test its bright way through dim
heirt.

New Year's Day In September
"Hearing the school bells ring again after their summer silence is always something like witnessing the birth
of a new era. Year after year, as new first-graders flock
to the halls of learning and older children move another
step up the stairs, our hearts are gladdened and our energies
strengthened by the knowledge that once again we are
given a Chance to help them. "Ring out the old. ring in the
new" might well have been written of the first day of
school. Ring out the old failureA, the old inertia,‘ the old
hesitations. the old half-victories. Ring in the new awareness and confidence and unity, and the new, certain knowledge that in these, our children, we have cur greatest resounces for America's future." Mabel W. Hughes, president
of the Naiional Congress of Parent's and Teachers reported
in the September issue of the National Parent-Teacher

:11,9•••.-

'1\1,1
fi
z e,

A breathless interim they now ue ftilled,
Bur,gardener, you are dealing with mykery;
These globes encircle magic and are filled
With the wonder of things that were and that are
- to be
Slip them quitkly under the broken sod,
Lei/ you,too soon,come face to face widi God

,
t,
1.
4* V
ref
z4

She says further that the best is none too good for
our children an.d we are gladdened by the fact that this
feeling is shared by the president and committee chairmen of the Parent-Teacher groups of Fulton and surrounding area.

of the name desires success and happiness for American
school-children. This ambiticn cannot be achieved veithout
close cooperation and harmony between the home and
the school.
To plan a storm of protest over the wails and tales that
youngsters bring home from school about teachers. without knowing the basis for the teacher's action has always
presented a difficult problem in parent-teacher relations.
To know the teacher, her personality, her method of discipline will save the parent many an anxious momer.t, to
say nothing of the wear and tear on the blood pressure.
On the other hand parents can learn much from association on a common ground, with others whose interest
in the child is similar.
Too much cannot be said obout the benefits to be derived from membership in the Parent-Teacher groups of
this section. We firmly believe that membership in the
PTA of your school is as important to the child as is his
proper diet. If you believe that proysir vitamins are necessary to the health of your child, is it any less important
to give meticulcus attention to the psychological conditions
that may result from your inattention to his school environment?
Let us urge you again to join your Parent-Teacher
Association when the first meeting is called at an early
date.

ihm,
Mrs. Sallie Dawes Cavender of
11;11 Memphis, who has been visiting
.I•elatives for the past two weehs
returned Monday to her home.
--Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Younger
spent Friday in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Thedore Kramer. Jr., and daughter, Reta, have;
returned from a trip to the I
I
Smokey Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Suggs and
Tand son, Donald, of St. Louis
were in Fulton visiting relatives ,
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamilton
and son, Joe, have returned to
their home in Memphis after a
visit weith her mother, Mrs. E.G
Maddox on Cedar 'street.

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Laurence have returned to their ,
}lame in St. Louis after a visit I
to his sister. Mrs. Paul Gholson
and Mr. Gholson and his par- I
ents in Water Valley.

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP

ing of the seven- common fallacies most people have about car,
paigns and elections. it was an
interesting article and he backed
it up with figures and facts from
past elections and
past campaigns. He did agree. however.
,that where no important issues
/ were involved, organization was
the dominant factor in a primary.

magazine.

In a Nation beset with crime waves of juvenile delinquents, whose influence, thank heavens, has not invaded
Fulton, there is tremendous importance attached to the
Work cf the Parent-Teacher Association as it relates to the
student and his well being. We share with Mrs. Hughes
the feeling that every parent and every teacher worthy

The presidential campaign is taking shape. The Republican and Democratic camps have simultaneously unveiled plans for trips and speeches. Anil at the same moment the candidates have come out with statements disclosing their first choice of issues. President Truman demands repeal of the Taft:-Hartley Act; Governor Dewey
declares he will quickly clean the Communists out of
Washington.
Perhaps we are being unrealistic but we cannot help
hoping that both candidates will do better than this. They
owe it to the neonle to lay aside mere vote-catching appeals and dig into basic issues.
Mr. Truman's election. wOuld not result in repeal of
the Taft-Hartley Act. He can siir labor opposition to that
measure, and perhaps makeTit harder to administer. He
could bring about some useful amehdments of the act,
and diicussion of them would be useful. But he cannot

World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound

APITOL
COMMENTS

WATCH
REPAIRING

Henry Wallace spoke in Lou:svine. last week. I can't understand why a man suplaosedly as
smart as he is does the things
that - make him so unpopular. He
came to Louisville with a negro
publicity man which in itsel,f
was poor judgment here in the
South. He cancelled his reservation at a local hotel because they
would not let the negro stay
there. Around 800 people paid to
'hear him talk. I believe he is a
Communist at heart. His speecii-

Ice-Cold Coca-Cola
Adds Zest to Lun,ch

discussion. Indeed, it looks more like polities. The American
people need no encouragement to become absorbed in mystery stories. They do need the help of candidates on both
sides to promote labor-management harmony and to defeat
communism—by s•uch positive means as preventing a depression which could make Communists ten times faster
than the Thomas commitee could spot them.—C.S.M.

veit'
;46
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RE-NU
S140E SWOP
RE AON. ASSPST YOU
AT Au,. TWL5

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Lake Street, Fulton

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
‘t 41.TFR VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
I o n%ed Fuseral
Director and Embalmer
Dire( tor and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Heine
for
KENTCCHY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
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ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
Yo-ur Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT'
Dep,,t Street
Phone 9194
Ej

SEED CLEANING
EXPERIENCED CLEANERS WITH A
MODERN CLEANING PLANT.
We Clean all types of seed.

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
NEW

"
•>•••;i-t.ts,,a..•••,,s;

a•,••

GRINDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
MOT-ASSES ADDED IF YOU WISH

were Communists on the grounds that tok do so would incriminate them. They may not have noticed that the Thofn-

today and intimate that the FBI and Secret Service haven't
been on the job, as Mr. Dewey did, does not advance that

°NE OF PAY
ASSiSTANTA

ola

ington during the 1930.s. They have seen too many federal
employees during that period refuse to say whether they

How to keep Cornmunists out of government is a vital
issue and well worth discussion in the campaign. But to
to assume that Washington is honey-combed with Reds

Fulton

&from

peal must be put down as primarily polities—a bid for the
labor vote.
The American people have recently been absorbed in
a real-lifg_ detective-mystery thriller—the Thomas committee's investigation of Communist activities in Wash-

the FBI.

WHAT DO rOU
Ler FoR TEo.cooNo
"rmil LIKES CC e16
TO SWIM

FREE

carry even a majority of his own party in any plan for repeal. A depression might show the law to be harder on
workers than it now appears, but in the main it has been
useilul and deserves further trial. The demand for re-

as committee has turned up yirtually nothing about Communists in Washington today and they have heard little
about the good work being clone by loyalty boards and

217 Main Street

Next to the City National Bank
es and actions tend toward communism arxi .he certainly seems
•to be in sympathy with Russia.
Russia's actions in the last few
months have made him lose a
number of his followers and he
is not going to be the factor :n
the coming national election, that
I at first believed he would be
There is a radical element in
New York and California tha,
have been casting their vote fo.
the Democratic party. If Wallace
gets that vote, it may assure the
Republican victory in both (.!
these states vehich have large
electoral votes.
The Kentucky State Fair will
open next week in Louisville. • Here'e new bearing clarity— with far
Jack Matlick. John Wherley. Tom More sound intensity than before! And
wholly new bearing comfort--nalllions
By David M. Porter Clore and many others have been can
now hear with power turned way
working for months to make it down. No buzzing, no hollow mounds.
At a meeting in Louisville last the best Fair Kentucky has ever Bolcom seta new standard of lifelike
week of about 5000 Democrats, had. It will be well worth seeing bearing.
Got Dor booklet of mauling pauTom Underwood. Earle Clements' this year and deserves the supwar farts on &enema. Plain wrapIcampaign manager in the last port of all Kentuckians.
per —
ohligetion. Cboae w,
lelection, Lexington Editor, and
Dr. Gallup had an article in a whom or wail reopen.
.candidate for Congress in the , national magazine last week tell„Sixth District, conveyed what ,
Gm/ 111..arryftig
be the Democratic campaign
KNIEMOST ONE-UNIT
!policy in Kentucky. He said,
NAMING AID
1"Some people have said that all
the Democratic candidates will
O. A. ROLAND
ride on Senator Barkley's coatBOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.
tail. Well, I know that's what
neitone Hearing Service
ElFFICIENT
I'm going to do in my district.
PROMPT and
Candidates have been doing it
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
COURTEOUS SERVICE
for the last twenty years. They
Please ser,1 toe without coat or obligation a
say that Senator Barkley overthe new FREE Booklet of fact. •hent I
DEAFNEFS and Hos to Overtome
shadows President Truman on
Name
the ticket. That suits me. He
Addreel
can't have too much influence in
—........
I
JEWELER
my opinion.” This, I believe, will
MAIN ST.
FULTON, KT.
be the policy of all the Kentucky
candidates and their campaigns
will point in that direction for
Barkley is the most popular Democrat in Kentucky and has a Iona
line of victory to'his credit.

R. M. KIRKLAND

Politics
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Your're investing in a lot of
listening pleasure when you
I e t CITY ELECTRIC repair your radio. We replace
worn-out parts and make ail
neeetzsary adjustments — at a
down-to-earth cost.

SURGE MILKING MACHINES
Feeds
FerAilizers
Wire Fencing
All kinds of insecticides and sprays.

Honest diagnosis.

CITY
ElectricCo.
205 Commercial Ave.

Ask for it either tvay ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTlED UNDER AUTHORRY Or THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
gp 1948, Tlw Coco-Colo Company

Fri(

We BUY and SELL all kinds of feeds

and seeds

C. BUTTS & SONS
East State Line. Fulton
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NIrs Weaks. Mrs. Leon Browder, and Rock,
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repeating
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Mrs.
FALL
by
MRS.
Prt.sent A
hostess. assisted
and children, Sissie and Billy,
PICNIC SUPPER
Nfr. and Mrs. Charles Beadle,
Owens. served a lovely dessert TO LUNCHEON CLUB
left Wednesday for Nashville' to and daughter. Mrs. Oma Fleming
RECITAL
plate and coca-colas.
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tcncied a supper Saturday eve•
Ville were the weetiend guests of
Mrs. Gene Williamson was a MRS. BLACKSTONE
Billy Joe King, Mrs. Hoodenpyle
ning at the home of Mr. and Nfrs.
their aunt. Nfrs. Frank P. Wall Erwin Bard honorine -Mrs. Ba,
ENTERTAINS CLUB
was assisted by Mrs. Preston guest to the club.
at her home on Walnut street.
Nlembers playing were MI'S TUESDAY EVENING
Burton.
:rid Glyn Bard's birthday. Oth
.
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Blackstone
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Mrs.
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Mrs. Murray McConnell was Louie Bard. NIr. and Nfrs. Jack
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her
bridge
decorated with arrangements oi err
tained
Mrs. Jack Edwards. Mrs. Glenn night at her home on Second the guest Monday of Mrs. Dizir Pard and family and' Mr. and
Summer flowers.
Hefley in Union City. Tenn.
Dunn, and Mrs. Joe Hall.
Mrs. Pete Ferguson Frown an'
street.
The honoree wore a trousseu
daughter and NIr. and Mrs. HampThere were two guests. Mrs.
model of yellow chambray and BOSTICK FAMILY
Mr. and NIrs. John Harrier and
Murray McConnell and Mrs. C.D. sons of Fort Wayne. Ind., and ton.
a corsage of Surnmer flowers, r. REUNION SUNDAY
Mrs. C. L. Drysdale has 7,?.
Edwards. included in the two Mr. and Mrs. C.
gift of the hostess.
Granberry of
from New Orleans aftee
turned
When Mr. and Mrs. A. J. tables of members.
Games were played with Mrs.
the
;Hattiesburg. *Miss. will be
8: a. m. to 6: p. m.
a months visit with Nile and Mrs.
Mrs. Vernon Brauner arrived from CalifornClaude Crocker,
After several progressions Mrs week end guests of Mr. and Mts.
acPauline ia Sunday they were honored Lawrence Holland was awarded Howard Edwards and other rel. Perry Capell, Mrs Capelle
Miss
IVIcAlister and
companiedsher home for a visit.
with a reunion dinner at the high score for the club members atives.
... in the building across the creek
Thompson winning prizes.
Mr. and-Mrs. Richard Mobly
The honoree received many home of her sister, Mrs. R. How- Mrs. Howard Edwards, received
and
Mr.
from Parisian Laundry, on Fourth St.
and were supper guests of
-low and Mrs. McCormell reeeivMurph2.•
Mrs. Charles
McAlister Monday
.ed guest high.
idaughter, Joan of Memphis were Mrs. Joseph
,
evening.
PLENTY OF good clothes on hand for all ages.
At the close of the games the the weekend guests of her patalr. and Mrs. William KIN;
hostesses served a salad plate. ients, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Tucker.
Spo' asored by: St. Edward's Altar Society.
and daughter Sara spent Sunday
Members playing were Mrs.
Thomas Brute
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
Ella
Lee
and
Katherine
Misses
,
Edwards,
Holland, Mrs. Howard
Mrs. Robert Bard. Mrs. Wilburn Lowe returned to Flilton Sunday and family.
Holloway. Mrs. Russ Anderson
apd Mrs. Frank Beadles.

The Woman s Page ,e1 .

Rummage Sale
Saturday, Sept. llth

MISSES GRISHAM, ROPER
RETURN TO S.TEPHENS

It's
Time
For
Thrifty
Mother;
To

Sew and Save

mootROMSNEW FALL FABRICS
GO TO THE HEAD OF THE CLASS!
QUADRIGA CLOTH in 80-square print bolts
nit of the blue, green, red and brown color pic!ure for fall! Smart practical,dark plaids,
prints,checks,solid colors. WashAst of course!
59c per yard
GOLD BOND print in fancy checks, plaids and
19c per yard
floral designs; 80-square
SOLID COLOR PRINTS,all colors, _ 39c yard
GABARDINE in all the new autumn shades!
$2.98,$3.98 yard
Part wool _ _ _
_ _ $6.98 yard
_
All wool
ALL WOOL CHECKS AND PLAIDS
for smart little coats, suits, jaekets
$1.98 to $3.98 yard
SMART NEW FALL RAYON FABRICS
$1.29 yard
Solid colors and prints

Sunday, September 12th, is tia
date when the students who wiii
attend Stephens college dor
the coming year are sched_a
to arrive on campus. An impora
ant event during the September
13-17 registration period will be
an all-college convocation on
Monday evening, September 13th
as the formal opening of the
116th year in the history cf
Stephens college.
Students from Fulton who wilt
be returning to Stephens after
the three months vacation period are. Miss Bobbve Ann Grisham. daughter of Mr. and Mr.
E. C. Grisham. Miss Elizabeth
Ann Roper, daughter of NIr. and
Mrs. Wm. L. Roper.

Town Topics
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Roper
her
with
spent the weekend
mother. Mrs. Dalton McWherter
in Memphis.

•
100TWEAR

BLACK SUEDE
Gold Piping
SIZES 5 to 9
AAAA to B

gait
gootteeen
Pia4hion4

and
Sara McAlister
Mrs.
daughter, Francis have returned
from a visit to her son, Leon
McAlister and Mrs. McAlister in
Nashville.

BLACK SUEDL
Sizes 5-9
AAAA-B

Miss Lola Homra spent Monday and Tuesday in Memphis
and Covington, Tenn.
Miss Mary Jones of Mamphis
is visiting her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr.

FRY'S are now presenting their newest
Tweedies for Fall . . . footwear in gracefully
distinctive designs with those finely done details you women admire . . . charmingly patterned especially to be the perfect finishing
touch to your new Fall ensemble and dont
with that fastidious Tweedie craftsmanship
that everyone recognizes at a glance as char.acteristic of better footwear.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Shankle
and son. Wallace III. spent Monday at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mda Alvin Norris.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Powell and
Mrs. Pearl Norris were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Stephens andifarnily on the Mayfield Highway.
Mrs. Frank May of Detroit
and Mrs. Bob Vincent of May- ,
field. Kv.. trern guests 'Thursday
nf .T. E. Mihon and Mrs. Charlotte
Smith.

Rob rts Store

Mrs. Florenca Read of Nashville Tenn.. is the guest of her
daughter. Wig Tom Curacy and
family on Third street.

Fulton

ALLURING

Ralph Breeden who has been
a patient in Haws Hospital has
doine
been dZsanissted and is
nicely at his home on Norman
street.

We haue the hard-to-get
RAYON COAT LINING
___ $1.29 yard
Black, brown, grey

122 Lake Street

t

Little Karen Prields has re-

BLACK CALF
Sizes 5-10
AAAAA-B

FRY SHOE STORE
220 Lake Street

Fulton
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RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE
array of military troop:, aced
SALE OF FORTY-ONE THOUSMy Dear S.M.R.
count the most. Yes, you will you aren't that bad. I know you
equipment.
AND DOLLARS (S41,000) FLOOD
No, they do not appreciate Your move where you want to next have had a hard way to go, in
Sgt. Nicholson will remain
CONTROL SYSTEM ASSESSinterest. No. they will not marry year. Yes. you will have chil- .other words a lot of trouble.
Did thiaisthaeireciaodsyingdedpaatret;edsgtiorAva..
dai
MENT BONDS OF THE CITY
Popular
Sergeants
the person you are thinking oi. dren, one in August of 1950.
Iloney, take my advise, stop
OF FULTON, KENTUCKY.
there isn't any change for you
!drinking and running around Outstanding Job Here
new post of duty in Macliss—
BE IT RESOLVED by the City
no‘.v but there will be in the Dear A.H.R.
,that won't get you anywhere but
ville. Ky.
Council of the City of Fulton,
that
Uncle
Now
Sam
has
seyear 1950.
If he isn't in love with some- a bad name and a bad feeling.
Fulton will be serviced by the
Fulton County, Kentucky as folcured
the
names
of
all
young
one else he is_ a fool because you Start going to church, change
reeruiting office at Mayfielti
lows:
men
eligible
for
military
servalv dear N. F.
'certainly aren't in love with him, your life. When you change you
which will send an officer to Se
SECTION 1. That Forty-one
No, he does not love the girl if you were you wouldn't be will meet a very wealthy ,man ice, business at the local Armv city once each
week.
Thousand
($41,00.0)
Dollars
he is going with now. He is,in going with other men. Yes, you who is a widower and you will recruiting office has slowed
1_
Flood Control System Assesslove with you but it is takinp could have a home of your own marry him and you will have all down to a walk and the popular
sergeants
who
have
maintained
ment Bonds of the City of.Fultoo
this kfair to prove to himself if you would behave yourself the things, you
have always
- be-offered for sale to the high •
that he does love you. He 'Will and act as if you cared- some- :looked' for: You will never have •the station for nearly a year
have announced that the "busiest bidder at public auction on
come back into your life and you thing for your husband 'in place an3, more children.
ness" will close on September
Tuesday, the 21st day of 'Septem'will marry him but when
he of making him feel like a fool
20.
ber, 1948, at 11:00 A. M. in the
calls you up and ask for a date flirting with everyone else when
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
First Sergeants Avalon and
City Council room, City Hall
don't be too thrilled that it will he carries you out. There isn't
„
Substance" is the subject of N,.-±olson will be greatly missed
in the City of Fulton, KentuckN.
,show where he can see it.
anything wrong
with
you!
the Losson-Sermon which will in and around the city. Fulton
SECTION 2. That the City
PHONE 787
health except that you enjoy
be read in all Christian Science will remember for a long time
Clerk is hereby directed to cause
My dear G.L.B.
' poor health.
your order for
to
place
magnificent
work
they
did
, Churches. throughout the world the
notice of said sale to be published
VEGETABLE TRAY
- '
I No, he doesn't love you. In
on Sunday, September 12, 1948. here, not only in recruiting young
in The Bond Buyer, a news- :
R.
S.,
V C SUPER 20%
"'ere's a wav to give everyday fact he doesn't care anything for My dear
• The Golden Text is: "We are men for the service, but mainpaper of general circulation and
Alit some place to go when
My advise to yOu is to go to aved b hope; but hope that is ly for\the fact that they wera
iables a Sunday touch and y
nublished in the City of New
table.
your
air
to
'heiLhasn't anything else to do. a preacher and- WI him
7 a festive
your seen isSnot hope; for what a the instigators and promoters of
-PHOSPHATE
York, State of New York, and
this unbeatable combinVirwl ake_UP.....a....ntan doesn't rare for iraaailes and your sins, anri AO, -s
a.arr--s,eth, why cloth he yet hope th,--Arei+y---Day parade in the
further to send- to all int Ffeiteit orlifed—tomatoes, broTAT17
la girl that will listen to his ev- 'him to ask God to forgive you
4-12-4
5-10-5 or
for? But if we hope for that we ' early Spring, which brought
banks, bond houses and invest,ery whine, he had rather have I advise you to also join the see not, then do we with pa- thousands of visitors to the ci
Boiled Corn
n-ient bankers a copy of such no16% Super Phosphate
one that has guts to say no. Don't church and start attending, may- 2
(Southern Style)
ti5e)
nce wait for it." (Rom. 8:24, ty. More than 600 troops partitice. Such notice shall be in sub
Take off only the outer hwk-; f forget _the .m...en and boys still be it will change your ways. that
-,cipated in the parade, making
stantially the following form.
young tender ears of corn; put into think the old fashion girl is the is the biggest trouble in your
Aroong the citations which '
a kettle of boiling water to COY Cr ; type to marry.
life.
NOME OF BOND SALE
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is kires in heaven, where neither
sugar and 1 , .
tuolespoon
1
add
$41,000
the following from the Bible: knoth nor rust cloths. corrupt, and
teaspoons fortified margarine and Dear J.M.C.
CITY OF FULTON
My dear W.D.R.
"Lay nof up for yourselves treas- 'where thieves -do., not
boil twenty minutes. When done,
break
Yes,
fiber
he
FULTON COUNTY
loves you, but you
You are a pretty woman and ures upon the earth. where moth through nor steaf." (Matt. 6:19,
drain, remove husks and silky
mce•fortified
with
serve
hot
such
and
have a poor way of showing I really, don't think the people and rust cloth' corrupt, and where 1 20).
KENTUCKY
'
I
garine, salt and pepper. Pile hi,:h .your
Fulton, Ky.
FLOOD CONTROL SYSTEM
love for him, don't you have a good thought where you thieves break through and steal;
All are welcome to our serv- Phone 787
•
•in the center of the tray and sur- think so; Little things are what are concerned. However 1
ASSESSMENT BOND
kno17 But lay up for yourselves treas- 'ices.
round with the tomatoes and broc$41,000 Flood Control System As• coli.
For other taste-tempting recipes
sessment Bonds of the City of
today for your free cony if
Fulton, Kentucky will be offer- write
the two-color, 32-page recipe booked for sale to the highest bidder let, "Mealtime Magic," to National
at public auction on Tuesday, Cotton Council, Box 18, Memphis
the 21st day of September. 1918, 1._ Tenn.
at 11 A. M. in the Cite Coune.I
room. City Hall, in the City or poration to make due provision
Fulton. Kentucky. Said bonds aro for and promptly to pay any
i•sued pursuant to House Bill such assessment when due.
No. 374. passed 'at the regular Any and all such assessments
1948 session of the General As- shall constitute a lien superior
sembly of. the Commonwealth of to all other liens, whether
created prior to or subsequent
Kentucky.
to the levy of such assessment,
Said bonds are authorized for
for state, count),.
the purpose of paying the City's except those
school or city taxes or Prior
share of establishing a flood conimprovement taxes or assesstiol system in and near the City
ments on the real property as
of Fulton.
sessed. and such lien shall not
Saki bonds are payable from be defeated by any private or
a special assessment upon all judicial sale, or by any mortreal propesly witkin the -ir..e• gage. The aggregate amount of
heretofore determined by the such assessments shall not be.
City Council of said City to be limited to the estimated cost of
benefitted by' the said Flood Con- the proposed system.
trol System.
The above bonds shall bear date
The aforesaid House Bill No. of September 1. 1948, shall be
374 provides:
of the denomination of One
SECTION 12.
• Whenever Thousand Dollars (51.000) ea&
any city of the fourth class bear interest at a rate or rate;
shall issue its bonds for the to be determined pursuant to
establishment oi flood control the sale of said bonds. payable
system payable from assess- on March lst and September 1st
ments to he levied on real prop- in each year: shall be payable 51
ery benefitted, it shall be the a bank to be nominated by the
mandatory duty of the govern- purchaser and approved by the
-iiithority of such city an- City Coun.cil: said bonds shall
nually to levy a special as-sess- mature. without option of prin •
ment upon all real nroperty payment. as follows•
ithin the area found to he
52,000 on September Ist in the
benefitted by the
years 1950 through 1953.
establishment of such system. Such as53.000 on September 1st in the
sessments shall in the aggreyears 1954 through 1960.
gate be sufficient. after due al54.000 on SeMember 1st in the
lowance shall have been made
years 1961 through 1963.
urdinkKi
HHI inlli,iliimmunduisumanimmtpummommimmumgmigumummonouinatermosuimilli%
for the expenses of collection The bonds are offered subject
and delinquencies in their pay- to the approving opinion of the
ment. to produce in each year law firm of Charles and Trauerthe sums required to pay the nicht. St. Louis. Missouri. whose
interest on such bonds as it services will be compensated by
accrues and to prollee a sink. the City.
ing fund for the payment of
By order of the City Counril
the principal thereof as it ma- this 6th day of September, 1943.
MARTHA SMITH. City Clerk
tures. Such assessments shall
be apportioned among the sevdoes away with the old fashioned naethod of holderal lots or parcels of real propLATHAM
erty in the benefitted area in
AND BIBLE UNION
proportion to the assessed value
ing the tray under the faucet until the ide melts
School has been in progpas.for
thereof tor the purposes of two weeks at Bible Union. There
city taxation effective at the is a nice enrollment and plans
enough to loosen. Just lift\the handle on the
time such assessment is made. are in the making for our Com
Such assesament shall be levi- munity Fair on Friday. Oetobcr
ed hy the governing body of 8. Full announcements will be
"EASY OUT" tra? and the cubes are loose . . .
such city- at the time and in made later.
•
the samrThanner_a_s taxes for
A new refrigeratov was bought
municiparpurposeS are levied for the school and milk is beautomatically! Made of solid aluminum ... makes -and shall become due and de- ing served 'daily to the pupils.
linquent, and if delinquent
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings
14 large cubes, fits practically all refrigeratcrrs! A
shalt incur penalties and shall and Dale, Mrs. Em Griffen and
be collected as in the case of Mr. and Mrs. Chess Morrison
taxts for municipal purposes .enjoyed a vacation to the Looksweil buy at $2.25 . . . a sensational buy at 1.49!
and by the same officials. No out Mountains since my last
real property (other than that writing.
owned by the Government of
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Teague aad
the United States of America Dana Jean from Kansas City, Ma
or by the Commonwealth of are on vacation With his parKentucky) shall 'be exempt ents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Teague
from such assessment. Any of this community.
Plallfall11111411111ffilllellatillillallatt101011111111MINIKIIIIIIMINIMIIMIIIIIIIIMMTRIE1111116111111illt41111111111111Y
pronerty. not assessed for muMr. and Mrs. Clifton Brundige
be of Cleveland, O.. were the week ,
shall
nicir-1 taxation.
specially assessed for the pur- end visitors in Latham. Johnnie
poses of this Act by the as- ' came home to stay with his
DON'T DELAY A MINUTE! BRING
sessing officers of such city. ,grandmother and Sherman Brunbe
leviStich assessments shall
dige and to go to school in Dres
THIS AD AND YOUR OLD TRAYS IN
ed against real property own- den.
(including
the
ed b.- any city
Mr. and Mrs. Arvol Brundige
TODAY. SEND THEM WITH YOUR
old tray
city establishing such flood con- returned from Detroit Fritiay
trol system). county, or other night where they went to buy
NEIGHBOR, SEND THEM BY THE
political stub-division or mu- a Car.
and your
nicipal corporation, and it shall
Mr. and Mrs. Les Carney mevCHILDREN, SEND THEM!
be the mandatory duty of the ed to Latham recently to live
(Reg. $2.25 Trays) at
proper authorities of any such ,the Book Garner home. Harvef
city, county or other political 'Carney and wife moved to Mr.'
:11 0110diiionnisouiamummigulemosumoranimminutnerunsza
1,„.
the Special Price of:
sub-division or municipal cor- Carney's farm.
• _ .

Have Troubles?...Read Patricia Latane Every Week RECRUITING OFFICE

CLOSES SEPT. 10

Attention
Farmers!

Austin Produce
Company

SENSATIONAL OFFER I
Bennett Wants To Rid
Fulton And Vicinity Of
Out-Of-Date Worn, Out

CUI3E TRAYS

Why Fiddle While Ice Melts Under

THE MODERN PHILCO 'EASYM111'

The Faucet? Why Lose Half Your

Frigidity Down the Drain Pipe?Trade

In the Old-Style Trays Now At Ben-

nett Electric for New,All-Aluminum,
Automatic

PHILCO
"EASY OUT"

49

Bennett Electric
217 MAIN

YOUR PHILCO DEALER

FULTON
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rAday, Septern

ITImteen Is Important Number When
Farmers Talk AL"-A Eggs and Lights

I - -Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
Some may think of 13 a3 being an
unlucky number. But poultrymen
know differently. For 13 is the gen, erally accepted standard for the number of hours of light required per
day by hens to reach their maximum
egg laying capacity. A decrease in
this number causes a drop in egg
production; but, an increase seetns

Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
slimmiggitmpeomMIL‘Malel

PERSONALS

I

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

Mrs. John Daniell; and son,
David and Mrs. Grady Varden
and son. Gaylon spent Thursday
' in Paducah.

AN ORDINAD

sired periods. It is Important to have I Miss Laura Serio of Clarksplenty of feed and water available at ,' dale, Miss., is the guest of h
Ow world's doily newspaper-all times. During the winter, water
should be sufficiently warmed to re- 'sister, Mrs. Paul Westpheling
1HE GROAN SCIENCE NONITOL You will find yourself one of
move the chill. This can be accom- and Mr. Westpheling.
Pest•intorrned persons in your community on world ottmrs when
plished easily through the use of
you rood this world-wode doily newspaper regularly
You will gain
small electric heaters of variOUS
fresh, new viewpoints, o fuller, richer understanding of today's vifOi
types. The amount of electricity used
Mrs. L. J. Goode, who is visit- '
Ilfwl —PLUS help from its torcluii,re features ors homemaking, educofor poultry house lighting varies front ing in Union City, was the guest
tion, Cousin's*, theater, muuc, radii', sports.
3 to 6 kilowatt hours of power per
of Airs. R. C. Pickering Wednes- !absents* new te
100 birds.
PB-S
The Christian SCIIIACO
SoCiety
Mis
special "egetAnother important aid to top egg day.
S A
One. Norway Street. Boston IS. Moss
istquointed" •feer
production in cold weather is proper
Nowt* IN
I
Enclosed Is SI for which pieose send rne The Chr.stIOM
I 5.C.O.C• mama/ Mr one month.
1 funds/
Miss llortense Johnson o
Name
Granada, Miss., was the wee',,
end guest of Airs. R. C. Pickei.
'News'
o
Street
rt,rjht
tlIc Amer 1.11
ing.
COmp.toly
City
Zane_ state
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Bennett .
have returned from a trip to -CIE, :
Smokey Mountains.

Wanted: Storage Space
For Next Winter's Coal.
EVERY cubic foot of fuel
storage space is needed now
to make sure there will be
no shortage later. Coal i.
coming in nearly every day
cairt store
now
enough to serve all our
customers all winter. Order
your coal now so we may
move present stocks into
your bins to make room for
more.

Your Coal Bin won't be empty next Winter if
you fill it now. -- Place your Qrder Today!

City Coal Co..
FOR SALE: 10-Ton Fairbanks
Telephone 51

Scale.

LIGIITS GO ON—in chicken house for 13.hocur daily periods.
systo have little, if any, effect on laying ventilation. A good ventilation dry,
tem should keep the floor litter
hens.
colfrom
and frost
Three poultry house lighting prac- prevent moisture
walls, prevent sudden
tices are followed: morning lights, lecting on thechanges
and eliminate
evening lights and all-night lights. temperature
of cold air. Also it should reRegardless of the practice adopted, drafts
attention.
personal
little
very
quire
however, most poultrymen switch on
fan systems have been tested
the lights in October. They continue Electric
several
for
conditions
farm
under
, until March or early April when years
meet these demands. Top
artificial lighting is no longer neces- results,and
of course, depend on having
• sary. General lighting recommenda- the systems
properly designed and
tions follow:
expertly installed. Careful attention
For morning and evening light, should be given to selecting motors
one 50-watt lamp should be used for
and
each 200 square feet of floor 'space. and fans of adequate capacity
Lights should be placed in reflectors, correct type, and to the construction
ducts
and
out-take
location
of
and
approximately 16 inches in diameter
and 4 inches deep. If all-night lights in-take openings. Floors of houses
is
15-vvatt
lamp
birds
are used, one 10 to
should be tight, and too many
required for each 200 square feet of should not be crowded into available
floor space. Place all lights 6 feet floor areas. Under satisfactory condiabove the floor and locate them so tions, the electric energy used by a
tkat roosts and waterers are well
birds averilluminated. It is recommended that 12-inch fan for 500 laying
,time switches be installed to turn ages 2 kilowatt hours of power per
day.
at delights on and off automatically
.

.
,lege

Jackson.

Tenn.,

Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Myrick
have returned from a vacation
4rip. to Canada and Maim. • •
of interest they visited were Tcronto, Montreal, Quebec in Can'acla, the north Maine woods and
:Boston. Enroute they were the
Iguests of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Grissom in Detroit and Air. and Mrs.
D. D. Ashworth in Springfieh,
Mass.

th?.
"
. 71
emir

'

I
===

s

this

(Too late for last week)
Mrs. Leslie Nugent

01111111111111111111111111111111111111111iEll.111',111111111ilil!ilE!!':71!

FOR THE CHILDREN!
begged.
have the children
How inany times
;Mummy." or "When
us,
"Play Vines with
Call 1.3
a picnic?" . . famil;s
will you take us on
your
up
pick
PARISIAN
and have
to make
two whole days
exwash. You'll save
can trust our
You
happy.
the children
laundrY•
perts with your

in
vveek.
I Mac Pewitt accompanied Miss
i Johnnie Feaster to her home in
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wade Jacksonville, Fla.. Wednesday afand family of Ja.Asonville, Fla.,Iter a ten day visit. . .
Slice your feed-making costs to a
Mrs minimum! Grind home-grown feed
I have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.1 The W.S.C.S. met with
Bob Evans and family and other iGus Browder Monday afternoon. the way you want it--as you want it
relatives left for their home last Sixteen members and two visi- —with a quality-built, big-capacity
6-, II 0-,or I 4-inch John Deere HamThursday. Ann Evans accompan.d tors, Mrs. C J. Bowers and Airs
mer Mill. It's a tough, durable mill
ied them for a visit.
'Glyn Bard peesent.
that's clean to work around . . .
grinds
all grain •nd corn to any
Mrs. Harry Murphy visited her I After the meeting a shower
fineness. its surprising
aunt in Waverly, Tenn., the week'was given Mrs. Hillman Collie: degree oflow
power requirements,
capacity.
I Hostesses were Mesdames Gus tease of setting and convenience of
end.
I Mrs. Harry Evans and chi!. l Browder, Harvey Pewitt and Roy opemtion make the John Deere
dren of Lansing, Mich., visited i Bard. fce cream sandwiches an 1 outstanding. See us for details.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans and is.oca-cola were served to 35
guests.
family last week.
Homer Weatherspoon reported
I The J. H. Wade family enjoy,Immediate Delivery!'
j ed a family reunion at 'Reelfoot'nn s"k list'
'Lake Tues7'ay. Those attended. •
were Mr. and Alm Milton Wade A.,
••••••••••.ii.Iner. ,
-)ower COM Binders
and family, Mr. and Airs. Alvin
Wacie and son. Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
4-Wheel Trailers
Wade and family of Detrott.
Attention Farmers
Mich.. Mr. and Airs. Jamie Wade
2-1
,
-Vheel Trailers
and sons, Mrs. Sara Huston and
Robert Wade.
Crosley Radios
Mr and Mrs. William IVL7Clana and and daughter, Joan and Mr
Hammermills
and Mrs. Lon Brown drove to
Gilbertsville after Sunday school
Brillion Pulverizers
for the day
With Seeders
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt.
Mac Pewitt and Johnnie Feaster
Speed Queen Washers
attended the boat races at Kentucky Lake Sunday afternoon.
Section Harrows
Dunl.-,) Murphy of Louisville.
is spending his vacation with
Electric Stoves
Mr. apd
Airs. Harry Alurphy,
In sanitary Trucks. Phone 181
West St. Line.
Tractor Mowers
Air and Mrs. Bill Milner and
collect, Neal Ward Stock Yds. Horse
Mowers
son, John of St. Louis, Mo., will
arrive Saturday' to spend the
Fulton, Ky. or, 122 Wingo Ex.
Dump Rakes
week end and holiday with her
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. CrtIS
Sweep Rakes
Browder.
Mrs. Malcolm was dismissed
Disc Tillers
from Fulton Hospital Monday
Mayfield Rendering
and improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley,
Used Disc Harrow 7-ft.
Mrs. Nora Byrns and !nand dauCompany
14-in. used plows
Ihters, Glenda AlcAllistei• ard
Cecelia Ba.-..hman and Dan WeaMayfield-Fulton Hwy. Hammermill
with
10thers000n vacationed last week
in the Smokies.
inch Cutter head
Mrs. Warren Graham is attending a school at Lambuth col- Mg1111311111111MW 4-foot Rotary Scraper
Used 5-13ot Combine

PALESTINE

Save Vole Days

PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners

AN ORDINANCE E
THAT A FLOOD COD
STEM BE ESTABLI!
THE PURPOSE OF C
ING FLOOD WATER
RIS FORK CREEK
NEAR THE CITY 01
DET
KENTUCKY;
PREREQUISI'
ALL
JURISDICTIONAL F
DEFINING THE AS
FITTED BY THE
FLOOD CONTROL !

WHEREAS, pursua
Bill No. 374, passc;c1
lar session of the
sembly of the 'Comm
Kentucky, the City
the City of Fulton. o:
1948 adopted a resol
cd:

"A RESOLUTION I
THE INTENTION 01
COUNCIL TO ESTA
CONSTRUCT A—FI
TROL SYSTEM PUl
HOUSE BILL NO. 3
AT THE REGULA
OF THE GENERAL
FOR THF: YEAR l'
TIME AND FLA(
!MAKING ON Sr
SAL AND PROVI
THE GTVING OF
SUCH INTENTION.
and
WHEREAS. the
said resolution was
August 27, 1948 in
edition of . the Fu
News. a newspap
Fult
published in
Kentucky: and
sa
WHEREAS,
provided that the.
would meet on Nior
her 6, 1948 at the
p m. in the City Co
the City Hall in
the purpose of hea
sider;ng any object:
tests that might be
against the establis
said flood control
deqnrmination of t
ably benefitted thi
out - therein. I he

..4,11411161112112111.1 1

DR T. M.

I

INCLUDE MILK IN
EVERY SCHOOL
LUNCH

.-===

Milk is a "growing" need for every child . . . the
building materials of an active body. Your child
needs a quart a day. To insure a safe drink, buy
under the FULTON PURE MILK seal of wholesome
quality.
A LONG LIFE IS A "DAIRY" ONE!
DRINK FULTON PURE :MILK

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
PHONE 8134 FOR DELIVERY

CHI

S

Thru

Dead Stock

Used 6-foot Combine

The Home of

Spring tooth Harrows
Tractor Manure Spreaders on Rubber
Corn Shellers

Pulverizer with Seeder
Hay Loagers

PLENTY ON HAND!

For roundworms, tape worms and cecal worms.

State

Line St.

Phone 483

—Chicks With a

Fulton

Personality"

HICKORY LOG
108 East Fourth Street

City National
Fulton,
1111111
,
4,:,

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

Fulton

"Buck Bushart"

* WORLD

* NEW F.

SMALLMAN

Expositi

TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

WASH AND POLISH
We polish your car until it pur—rrs. You'll be pleased, too,
at the low cost. We give loving care to chrome-plated part.
And we remove paint-destroying dirt in a while-you-wtit
wash. . .

Hay and Corn Elevator::

Hatches Off On Mondays

FULTON HATCHERY

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM
LIQUER

REMOVED FREE

SEPTEMBER Good Bar-13-Q
WORM REMEDIES!

Chiropr

WILLIAMS HDWE.

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated
reefs

Phones:
Clinton 3651 Fulton 169
JOHN DEERE.Qa.a47..t4-00e

4rocea.sraa".57,wree

POLSGROVE
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

Laund(
ly 40 r

Service
Station
FULTON. KY.

Wham
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'Dresden spent Sunday with parof way with Carr Street and in the auto city.
the East line
Creek generally describ- South and along
Chap Johnson is recover- ; eniS, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Frield&
Mr.
thereof, or any matter connect- ris Fork
Streets.
.Valley
of Park Avenue to the Kenof malaria
ed as
news
In your writers last
ed therewith; and
SECTION 4. That the stablish- ing from an attack
State Line;
beginning at the North side of
tucky-Tennessee
that kept him a patient in Haws ,item-s you readers couldn't ten
such
AN ORDINANCE DIRECTING
of
ction
WHEREAS, The City Council
constru
and.
merit
45
ay
Illighis
on
bridge
is
iron
He
SYdays.
OL
an
Kenat
several
CONTR
the
THAT A FLOOD
which cemetery was in needs
thence East and along
of the City of Fulton has met
flood control system shall be fi- Hospital for
City limits adto be out some.'funds for the upkeep in '49 su
STEM BE ESTABLISHED FOR the time and place specified in North of the
tucky-Tennessee State Line lit nanced through the issuance of home and able
properWhite's
H.
R.
Frields
to
Gayle
jacent
OLLCONTR
and
Karen
OF
Little
the
l as printed. price went up ana
THE PURPOSE
said resolution arta has found
the West line of Church Street; bonds payable solely from
southerly between
spent the past week with 'grand 'etc.
ING FLOOD WATERS IN HAR- determined that no -petition or ty; thence
along the proceeds of and in anticipation
Reeds, through
and
and
North
Thomas
Carey
thence
Mrs.
AND
and
NB'.
,
IN
shmer.t
parents
establi
RIS FORK CREEK
protest against the
of the collection of special asThe Morgan cemetery losatets
y now owned by
West line of Church Street to sessments to be levied against Frields.
NEAR THE CITY OF FULTON, of such flood control system had the propert
,near Palmersville highway and
HanLyons,
Ar•
Melton.
,
and
Jackson
G
House.
MININ
Illinois
DETER
Bonnie
and
the
KENTUCKY;
North iine of
been made or taken;
land and real property within
ies
Patterson, the
Ingram,
Mon the area bereinabove determined v.el Roberts and fannlies of De- Ione of the best kept semeterthe
AND
t'entrati right-ot-way
PREREQUISITES
ALL
WHEREAS. all acts, conditions cock,
to be found anywhere, hices
on of Fulton,
s
Educati
holiday
Day
of
Labor
Board
to
spend
AND
exist,
thence
to
FACTS
shtroit
d
ONAL
establi
Line);
Memphis
JURISDICTI
and things require
to
to be benefitted by the
with othArmstrong, Patterabout this ,lowe.st bidder and along
DEFINING THE AREA BENE- happen and to be done precedent Kentucky,
Northeasterly along the Illinois ment of the proposed flood con vith relatives round
ler high prices the upkeeper is
y 45 at the
Highwa
under
son,
of
shment
South
SED
the
establi
to
PROPO
THE
BY
line
D
FITTE
to and in the
Central North
trol system.
'asking another extra $25 for his
bridge on Lake street,
Mrs. Clifton Che.rry remains a- ! work apd this writer has been
FLOOD CONTROL SYSTEM.
the Harris Fork Creek Flood Con- concrete
line Fourth Street Eltension at
SECTION 5. That this City
the properthrough
on;
Extensi
hap
Easterhave
ap
thence
er
take
exist,
-pass;
do
same.
hereaft
bout the
trol system
Council shall
the under
:asked to urge those interested
WHEREAS, pursuant to House pened and have been performed ty of Scruggs, Dumas, Porter.
erly along the South line of.. propriate action to authorize the
John Rhodes condition remains to please take notice - and remeiton, 'tucker, CoBill No. 374, passed at the regu- in strict conformity with House
Bur
and
on
Extensi
suffers
bonds.
he
such
e
of
issuanc
I.ake Street
about the sameand
spond accordingly.
lar session of the General As- Bill No: 374, passed at the regu- well, under the bridge on
Passed this 6th day of Sep- from an infected foot and limbs
ton Avenue to the East line of
sembly of the tommonwealth of lar session of 1948 of the General Burns Avenue and the Illinois
North
thence
Street;
now.
Thomas
tember, 194i3.
of many weeks
I It takes about 84 gallons of
Kentucky. the City Council of Assembly of the Commonwealth Central Railroad Right-of-way;
Approved by the Mayor of the
along the .corporate limits to
Ed and Doyle Frields have water to make one Lee Prebetween the property of Little, the South line of Reed Street; City of Fulton this 6th day of
the City of Fulton. on August 23, of Kentucky:
a
for
Shaped hat.
their seed bed prepared
the concrete
1948 adopted a resolution entitlNOW, THEREFORE, BE IT Burnett, through
thence west and along the September, 1948.
—111,
small acreages ot Ladino clover.
ed:
CITY bridge at Fourth Street ExTHE
Reed Street to
T. BOAZ, Mayor
T.
of
line
ORDAINED BY
full
South
into
Tobacco cutting got
OF tension; between the property
n
Gholso
CITY
of
THE
line
OF
IL
Attest:
ate
COUNC
and
South
the
Accur
RING
ago
wecks
"A RESOLUTION DECLA
sway here two
COUNTY, of White, and Hastings then
Streets thence Southerly and a- __ma,-tha Smith City _Clark
THE INTENtION OF' THE CITY FULTON, FULTON
much of the weed has—already
generally in its present IncaWOR1CMANSHIP
WS;
ton
FOLLO
Huddles
to
•
AS
ridge
CKY,
a
KENTU
long
AND
been housed bitth dark fired and
COUNCIL TO ESTABLISH
south
feet
he-4-along—t
tWest17-59ur
thence
At Low Cost
011
y
see;
BECT21
S
qua
ONe
INGcure•
CONSTRUCT A—FLOOD—C
AUSTIKSPR
Kentucky-Tennessee
the
due in- of
of Huddleston
line
North
Watches, Clocks and Time
ceptionally good.
TROL SYSTEM PURSUANT TO Council, having made
South
30
Hayes.
Station
to
Norman
1VIrs.
Line
and
Mr.
State
determines
Street to Burns Avenue; thence
Pieces of All Kinds AccurateMrs. J. W. Bynum is doing
HOUSE BILL NO. 374, PASSED vestigation, hereby
n Hastings, Mr. and
of the said Survey.
West across the Illinois Cen- Miss Caroly
AT THE REGULAR SESSION and declares:
nicely after a siege of undulant ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
son,
and
n
Vaugha
Hardyc
to
f-way
Mrs.
SECTION 3. That the .propertv tral Railroad right-o
fewer. She is able to be out
OF THE GENERAL ASSEalBLY
a) That the establishment of a 'benefitted by the establishment. the West line thereof; thence Billie spent Labor- Day weekend
ANDREWS
•
some.
FOR THE YEAR 1948, FIXING
lift
They
s.
relative
among
flood control system for the
bcre
of
West
operation
sterly along the
.and
Northwe
ction
g
lry Company
constru
Cunnin
Jelkre
Eric
Mrs.
and
TINIE AND PLACE FOR A
purpose of controlling flood
for Detroit, today (Mondas,) Mr.
IttAttiNG tiN siren risopts.
:such flood control system is line of the said right-of-way to
ham and son, Geode Ed uf
duties
resume
will
they
waters in Harris Fork Creek
where
rightsuch
prop
the intersection of
hereby declared to be all
SAL AND PROVIDING FOR
in and near said City. as
erty situated within the boundTHE GTVING OF NOTICE OF
proposed in the resolution
ary hereinbelow set out:
SUCH INTENTION."
• passed on AugUst 23, 1948,
Beginning at a point in the
and
is 4easible.
West line of Carr Street at
WHEREAS. the fulj text of
b) That all property in the ' Olive's Northeast corner and
said resolution was published on
corner;
area set out and describer' Parrish's Southeast
August 27, 1948 in the regular
in said resolution adopted thence West to Henson's East
edition of . the Fulton County
on August 23, 1948 will be line; thence North to Henson's
News. a newspaper regularly
North line; thence west to an
benefitted by the establish
County.
Fulton
published in
and alley; thence along the East
construction
ment,
Kentucky; and
operation of the proposed line of the alley to a creek;
said resolution
_WHEREAS,
thence along the East bank of
flood control system.
provided that the- City Coumil
the creek and uith the meanwould meet on Monday, Septemc) That the cost, of such sy- dering thereof to Campbell's
ber 6. 1948 at the hour of 7:30
- stem to be borne by the South line; thence %test to the
p m. in the City Council room in
City of Fulton is $41.000
east line of Eddings Street;
the City Hall in said City for
d) That the aggregate benefit thence North along the East
the purpose of hearing and conto the property in the area line of Eddings Street to the
sider.ng any objections or pus.
found to be benefitted ex- South bank of the creek; thence
tests that might be made- or filed
ceeds the cost of such pro- along the South bank of the
against the establishment of the
posed system.
creek to Stallm's Last line;
said flood control system, the
el That all property in the thence South to Stallin's South
detormination of the area probarea benefitted will in fact line; thence west to Stallin's
ably benefitted thereby as set
be benefitted by the es- West line; thence North to the
out therein, the .estimated cost
creek;
the
tablitIhment and construe- North hank of
tion of such flood contr
thence East to the North line
system to the extent of tht of Valley Street; thence North
line;
West
proportion of the cost i along
Adam's
if
power rate schedules, which application,
Adam's
thereof to be borne by such thence East
along
y given that on Septemhereb
is
E
OTIC
DR T. M. REED
property.
North line to the East side ot
granted,..vill result in an increase in charges
;
Ada m's
to
ber 7, 1948. Kentucky Utilities Compcmy
SECTION 2. That flood control Eddings Street
for electric energy delivered on and after
of
system shall be established, con- i Northwest corner; thence East
Chiropractor
filed with the Public Service Commission
structed and operated by the to Daws West line; thence West
Oc-tober 1, 1948, to customers being served
seelcing permission
City of Fulton for the purpose of I to Dews North line; thence
ation
applic
its
cky
Kentu
controlling flpod waters in Har- East to a point in the East line
under any of the following rcrte schedules
City National Bank Bldg.
apply its standard Fuel Clause to all of
ris Fork Creek in and near said of an alley which noint is 118
to
,
of Kentucky Utilities Compcmy:
City and shall consist of the feet North of the North line of
cmd
Fulton, K y
e_
its duly filed industrial. commercial light
straightening, widening, deepen-1 van s Street; thence South to
mg and iivreasing the carrying, the South line of Valley Street:
y or the portion of Her- thence East to the interesetion
capacit
Service.
r
111111gi
411tb!!!'''!Iiillegit11111
LP. — Combined Light cmd Power
of Valley Street. Carr Street
Ilthe
e.
of
and the East line
KU-22 — General Power Servic
right-of-way:
linois Central
the
Distillery Rider.
‘
along
,v7:0,;
and
thence South
East line of Carr Street to a
Flour Mill Rider.
/
.131
point in Jess Field's line diMaking Service Rider.
Ice
from
Street
Carr
rectly across
Church
an
Christi
First
the
GP-30 — General Power Senrice.
0*
North Line; thence West am]
is
ov
ea
GP-1 —Paducah Power Rate.
y
Christian
SeciiiM
First
the
along
(exclusive of residential use).
line and the
North
s
Church'
Off-Peak Electric Water Heating
S TEP . OCT.
sive of residential use).
(exclu
South line of an alley to the
— Heating and Coolcing
E
East line of Eddings Street;
ng (applicable only in Loring-to-O.
Cooki
and
ng
thence South and along the
C — Commercial Heati
&
H
Memphis, Tenn.
(applicable only 'in Lexiusttsu).
East line of Eddings Street to
— Commercial Heating and Coolcing
•
a point directly across Eddings
Malcolm
Mrs.
—Water Pumping Service.
M
Street from
RODEO—BANDS
thence
IP
line;
IONSH
North
r's
CHAMP
Chambe
* WORLD S
GP-28 —General Power SeL;Tice.
SHOW
West and along Mrs. ChamTHRILL RIDES * WATER
*
Y
MIDWA
a
—Power Rate (effective riders).
* NEW
D
ber's North line and across
and
4
vacant lot to a point in the East
CS-28 — Commercial Rate.
line of Park Avenue 200 feet
Power Services.
THE GREATEST
Small
cmd
Light
al
Gener
l,
ercia
Conun
the
CS-2 —
North of the North line of
Progress Ever Shown
Small Power Service&
Street; thence
Exposition of Southern
Line
State
CS-3- — CommerciaL General Light cmd
-----and Small Power Services.

fai•••••••."

AN ORDINANCE

COT CE

OF APPLICATION FOR
CHANGE IN ELECTRIC RATES

A:74181EIMINII

N

ars of

toobo,00

26 — 3

8 DAYS & NIGHTS

CS-4 —Commercial. General Light
Small Power Services.
CS-10 —Commercial, General Light and

the wash-man of the
family now--and like it!
washing problem is so simOur "
it
ple that even a man can handle
with his other work . . . and not require any extra time, either!
How? Just drop if off at the
Quick Service Launderall in Ful.
ton on the way in, and pick it up
s beautiful
'
later on the way out! It
ly done, hospital-clean and troublefree!
How does that strike you for a
Quick-Service
The
time saver?
onautomatic machines; the washing requires
Launderall operat,es 10
it!
like
ll
'
you
.
.
IT TODAY .
ly 40 minutes. TRY

QUICK-SERVICE LAUNDERALL

Now owned and operated K. P. Dalton, Jr.
Whitnel Bldg: West State Line

Phone 156

ned to 10 o'clocCA.M.. September 28, 1948, Iat
The aforesaid application has been assig
s in Frankfort, Kentucky.
heciring before the Commission at its office
RALPH F. KESSMIGER, Secretary
Public Service Commission of Kentucky.

EXPLANATION
The Fuel Clcruse will not be crpplied to cmy
ry
energy sold to charitable cmd eleemosyna
pricmd
d
-owne
institutions. churches, church
Govvate schools not operated for profit,
cmd
ernmental use by city, county, state
federal agencies.
amount
It should be understood that the
the applicharged to customers as a result of

Le.. if
ccrtion of the Fuel Clause, is variable,
es.
declin
any
the price of coal to the Comp
ased,
the amount of the charge will be decre
inand if the cost of coal to the Company
be
will
e
charg
creases, the amount of the
cost
increased. The charge representing the
ny's
of fuel may vary monthly as the Compa
cost of fuel chcrnges.

Fuel Clause will in no way affect
The application of the Company's
customers
of any urban or rural residential
the electric

bat

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPOR ATED
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season. Nobody will argue that
in Ted Debonis, Fulton had the
FROM THE
No. 1 catcher of the Kitty, for
he's one player that made so few
bad plays that it's hard to remember any. Out in eenterfield,
Dick Guyton did a whale of a
By Martha Moore
•111000211
job and was one of the few
played without intaseball ended for 1948 fc». players wise
played every game the
Fulton at Turaer Field Monday jury. He
season and with him
night and the finish' was just entire
guarding centerfield there was
like the beginning with the Raildanger of a dropped fly
roaders losing a close one 7-6 in little
ball or a bad throw to the plate.
a 11-inning affair. The game
He's a fast base runner too and
started out just like the 1-0 game
a mean bat.
which opened the Kitty League and swung
If Eddie Bucz looks after first
season with Junior Cunningham
and Dutch Neuman battling it base next season, we'll be well
out But Junior eouldn't go the situated there, cause that hard
route cause the big righthander hitting lad has sure come through
Railroadbas been ill for the past week in the pinches for the
and he was relieved by Cooke. ers this season. Little Carl Ash It was an exciting game and ford, the live wire of the inthe Fulton fans were there in field. has done his share of
throngs and talking it up for hitting and has been super or
second. He's a hard man tcr keep
their— fifth place Railroaders.
Tommy Dempster, the young off baste any time, cause he can
pitcher who's really developed in outrun any kind of a ball. There's
this season's play finished the nothing wrong with our third
mune and he did a good job too sacker, Curt Engelbright It was
--Hes- got quite_ a wind-up and_a_lucitv_dav when Fulton got him
after about three good winds, his from Hopkinsville cause he de-

Bleachers

wourscour

By JOE
MAHONEY

WE kW( WITH THE GIZEPALIN IN 1415 GCLF BAG. MI5
1.11514:MLINES 0.1./.1051 OJE-R5HACCW HIS TRiumPHS.
N THE 1939 U.5.CPEN AT PHILAEIELPHLA,FE 51000
CN WE FINAL TEE NEF_D1NG A PAR.5 10 win..3R A 6
• 1E.HE 1+.0uND %JP WITH AN 8:AND AT ST.I.CLAS
WOW WE 1947 CGEN.I-E SANK AN 6FC01 PUTT CN
t-E LAST CREEN TiE LDN vocesHrwm'WE PLAY
ors HE M6SED A 30-11104 PUTT 10 LOSE9

1),
FERD NACIPERNY
CF YALE WAS

CALLED UPON
10 KCK A
FIELD GOAL
N HiS FIRN

CIO
C-OLL

weastry GAsAE.
—
1E WAS 9Z) EXCITED HE

JCNNNY RALICH,F.R:GGIA All-LETE
lafteLINCLINIM TI-IE FLOOR—

son
was in Fulton
Tuesday
working.
Traveling Engineer Tip Nelms
of Memphis was in Fulton Tuesday working.
Well, did you ask Why Engineer Jack Gasby is all smiles?
J can tell you. on Friday,
September 10 he kisses the bnYs
all
goodbye as he takes his pension.
He leaves the service of the Illinois Central with a, good record and the friendship of all
his
employees who wish him the
best of luck and health in years
to come. So to Mr. Gasby
we
say we have all enjoyed
working with you and you will
always be a member of the Illinois
Central family so come back to
see us every once in awhile
and
let us hear how you are
getting
a long.
Fireman J. L. Harper is on his
vaeation.
Let's all remember that
the
itiel campaign is on during
the
month of September so let's all
save all the coal we can.
Of
course each person wants his division to win so each of you do
Your _part and maybe your division will be the One awarded
tha—fuel—Ssephy;

ann, Misses Martha, Naomi and ton Saturday night.
Sue Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gossum is spending a
B. H. Lowry.
few days with his grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry.
Mr. and ltirs. R. S. Gossum
and Larry spent Monday witn
Mr and Mrs. B. H. Lowry.
The' game of chess originated
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert But1;r• more than 5000 years ago im
Fulin
game
ball
Hindustan.
attended the

LIGHT...
SMOOTH...
DRY!
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chieve
hang I
Now
end of
Cover'
pitt.1 i
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.itary

sit0s. SittWilitY CO. • St. LOINS 4.140.

Don't Guess on Seed Corn!
Insist on

2 BIG

Order today from
W. T. Ingrurn, Water Valley, Ky. Route 1
Ray Moss, Fulton, Ky.
C. M. Hornsby & Son, Hickman, Ky.

Electric Water Heaters
Reduced During Sept.
80-Gallon Capacity

TANK TYPE

TABLE TOP

Double element, insulated tank;
Regular

TO GET AHEAD

price, $176.50.

SEPT. SPECIAL PRICE:
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$140.00

$135.00

June is a Popular PARTY LINER*

;

WaS 0
BreCk-1
CoVeri

Aisio THE CALL tiii_eNTigi.
'usually finishes a game with his Ralph Brawner was a good outshirt 'tail flying in the breeze. fielder and could have done FutROUTE THREE
That kid should go places cause ton more good had an injury at as the best and Dempster arid 'ster called this tavern the headMiss Martha Williams
enc ep
Owensboro no
he has a lot of stuff.
Collirts were both showing signs 'quarters of the Revolution.
Jack Hayden, of going up when the season end- ,Gradually the • importation o! Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
If things go Well and Fulton ed for a few weeks.
late in the
ed• Harvey Cooke, who came 1 coffee increased until now the LaNetta spent the week end in '
gets the majority of its 1948 team who came to Fulton
•
lots of imhere frona Clarksville, won quite ;United States consumes over Cuba, Ky.
back next year, the Railroaders season, has shown
more
little
a
with
and
provement
locals and I one-half of the coffee produe- Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jackson,
should be a hard team to beat
on a few games for the
Mrs. Ov•en Jackson of Clinton
cause they were as good as ai.y experience should be O.K.
when he was right was hard to tion of the world.
position.
shortstop
that
team in the LeagUe at the ea of
beat No pitcher ever tried hard- I While tea ana coffee were in- and Mrs. L. E. Jackson froni St.
the season, but they couldn't
Fulton's pitching staff wasn't Or than Jimmy Dambach and • troduced into the Ameriean crl- Louis, Mo., spent Sunday with
rs. . . Lowry an I
()flies at about the same time, r. an
quite overcome that bad start.
the best in the League, but it he did a good job, too..
in the afternoon attended the
There's not a better skipper in was above the• average• The old
devoloped
ended
colonials
we
up the early
And so, theugh
the League this year than Ivan reliable Smoky Intindola al- fivc notches down from . first preference for coffee This pre.- funeral of Rev. Wille HollaKuester. He did wonders after ways did a good job and won a plaCe. we had a good team when 'ference was influenced to some man in Martin.
Miss Naomi William& spent
his arrival here and we all hope goodly share of his ball games. the season was over. A bad start extent bs historical events. First
he'll be back at the start of next .Junior Cunningham was as good with a bunch of inexperienced King Gearge III subjected the Thursday night with Miss Edna
Reeves in Mayfield.
players ptit us so far behttid it cdlonies 'to the Stamp Act of 1765
Mr. and Mrs. Melton Hathway
was almost hopeless to overcome add soon after in 1767 duties cf Detroit, Mich., spent the week
hut don't forget there's a new were laid on a number of articles
end with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
season con,ting. We owe Ivan ineluding tea. The remonstrances
Taylor.
Kuester and his boys a Int, cause which followed caused the BritMr. and Mrs. Hardy Vaughn
after all things were pretty black ish Parliament to repeal every from Detroit. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
when he arrived, but everybody tax except that placed on lea. Olive and family, Mr. and Mrs.
This tax. which remained
will have to admit we had a
Baseball
Jack Foster and LaNetta, Mr.
good season after things did perk .was important in that it syma- and Mrs. B. H. Lowry and 51r.
, Games!
up. Fulton was in there with the bolized the all important stand and Mrs, Akin Foster was the
best of them the latter part of taken by England that she re- guest of Elder and Mrs. E. C
Fulton's greatest
the season and there was many tained the right to tax the col-.
Sunday night.
baseball attractions
a gooci ball game played at Fair- onies as she pleased. This the '''''4wrY
Mrs' Lissie Forester spent I
colonist resented, public indignafield.
aonday afternoon with Mrs. ZuM
Let's give a big hand tc the tion culminating in the Boston 1 Foster at the home of Mrs.1
SAT. SEPT. llth:
1948 Railroaders and hope they'll Tea party of 1773. You. know the Wm
illrie Lou Britian.
Game Time 8: p.m.
all be back next season to give story well, how the citizens of
s. Zula Foster who has been!
Boston. masquerading as indians a
win
want
so
to
we
team
the
us
patience at Jones Clinic was a
FULTON PIRATES
boarded His Majesty's ships in
Pennant.
Kitty
1949
the
moved Thursday to the home of I
(Tri-State champs)
Boston Harbor and dumped their her sister-in-law. Mrs. Willie Lou
•••••••••••••••••••••••• cargoes overboard. Nor is it dif
VS
.Brann for awhile before returnficult to understand how ant!.
in. ing to her home in Wyanaotte,
NASHVILLE CUBS
why-these events had a great
Mich. Those visiting her Thurse socia also day were: Mrs. Estelle Williams,
e po
(S. League Champs)
the colonists. For many of the Mrs. Jimmie Clements and Di
oplanista patriotically declared
SUNDAY SEPT 12
that they would abandon tea as
• By Alice nark
Time 2:30 p. m
a
household beverage and quite
1.relrester***4.$++++G4S+4.44-4.4.11.0
naturally turned to coffee. And
FULTON PIRATES
(Continued from last week) _ so, influenced by its history, the
(Tri-State champs)
American colonists were destinABOUT COFFEE
vs.
ed to become a nation of coffee
INDIANAPOLIS
Coffee was brought to Ameri- drinkers.
CLOWNS
ca quite early in 1683 we ti.d
(World Champs)
that William Penn paid $4.G8 a
Elizabeth Morris has returncd
pound for coffee in New York r from Birmingham, Ala., after ,.
for his Deleware settlers. The 'visit with her daughter.
FULTON
Amer.can colonies copied the
Miss Patty Branch has returr
40-Gallon Capacity
mother country and coffee hous- ed to her home in Alamo, Ti -Fairfield Park
es soon opened in Boston, New ,after a weeks visit with 1)1-'York, and Philadelphia.
Colernan.
Admission: 30c; 50c
Green Dragon in Boston was one
We are glad to hear that voic,
White porcelain, double element,
of the most famous. A political with A smile back on the lines
Felton Snow. manager and 41lot conies" man for the Nash
regular price $147.25.
and social center for 135 ye9rs, after her vacation. We underville Cubs uho has had 14 years' experience in baseball.
it Cgured in national affairs stand she and her husband, IvP.n
SEPT. SPECIAL:
from 16?7 to 1832. Daniel Web- Brady took a trip out west, which
was enjoyed by both..
Caller Porter Twigg is off on
the sick list.
We are glad that Laborer J.W.
Wooten is able to be back to
work. Traveling Engineer J. H. Wil-

Roundhouse
Round-Up

Fri

1

'A N'

Complete All-Electric Automatic Water System
$303 96

puirip, tank
includes automatic electric
system
This
and 210 feet of 2-inch pipe. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY;
................................
COMPLETE

•

W.

• It
• I%
• It

THE WAY IS CLEAR
GET CAUGHT UP RRST

LIGHTEN YOUR COOKING TASKS....SERVE A TASTIER MEAL?

WITH CASH FROM HERE

['hen

prestone
DeLuxe

ROI
Aorta,

ELECTRIC
RANGE

299.50
The first step 'toward getting
ahead is getting even Conscitidate Old Bills with a friendly cosh
loan and get a fresh start. See us
today.

syfa
•
otbets
is itri
at
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•
considelate
aibein
isttescats ernetgenci
*
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Iteet
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Sbe celeases
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Sbe
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St-,e

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Ineorparge•d

-

With this beautiful, streamlined electric range
you'll get "cook-book results" every time.
Completely automatic with control panel at
the back, out of the youngster's reach. 500watt vnu-ming oven, can alao be used as ertorage stace when beat is off. Additional storage
space in the two lower ball bearing storage
drawers.
Fluorescent Lamp with
tube illuminates entire work surface

BORROW NOW WHILE
MAXIMUM TERMS MAY BE
OBTAINED FOR ALL
P1URPOSES

FIRESTONE HOME & AUTO SUPPLY

Four

HORNBEAK and HOLLAND, Owners
412 LAME STREET

PHONE .10

JE

1, 1948

:tiding a
ndparents
wry.
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15 PERCENT REDUCTION ON ALL FANS

ariginated
; ago in

16-inch EMERSON; 3 speeds, oscillating GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

$42.56

12-inch EMERSON; 2 speeds, oscillating, GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

$29.5u

ELECTRIC FANS
FOR EVERY
PURSE 4S,
PURPOSE

8-inch DOMINION, 1 speed, non-oscillating; 4 aluminum blades
10-inch POLAR CUB; 1 speed, oscillating

$5.95
$12.95

10-inch EMERSON; 1 speed, oscillating, GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS
Maybe you have been wonder$24.75
12-inch POLAR CUB; 1 speed, oscillating; 4 aluminum blades
$17.50
ing why in the two years and
PALM-BREEZE FLOOR FANS; 1 speed, lots of air
$49.95
10-inch GENERAL ELECTRIC; 1 speed, cscillating
nine months you have been get$17.95
ting my weekly pieces I haven't
MODERNAIRE adjustable position variable speed fan; 16-inch blades chrome
10-inch SAMSON RUBBER BLADED Safety Fan; 1 speed, oscillating
$21.J5
written much about Henderson
tubular stand
$59.415
my home town. Well, I've been
12-inch SPARTON; 2 speeds, oscillating
$21.9
waiting for the community to
16-inch WINDOW FANS for kitchen, bedroom or sitting room (motor, blades and
12-inch ARCTIC-AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating
$33.5
do something big enough at least
circular frame only)
$29.95
te lead off with-one major a16-inch ARCTIC AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating
$45.0(
chievement to which I could
hang a general story.
Now I have it. Toward the
end of the last war the Federal
Government built a $600,000 hospitzi in Atkinson Park. The hospital was supposed to be for mil
.itary use, perhaps, because it
was onlv 30 miles from Camp
Breckinridgf.s. But, whether the
Government -had a good reason
for spending S600,000 for a hos3P9-3'23 WALNUT ST.... ake•SeirieVe.44% el* ULTON KY. ••••
pital :n Ilendi rson is neither here
nor there.
For two years the hospital
NV:IS leased to the county an..i
PRESSURE AND COLD PACK
FOR THE SPORTSMAN
city jointly. Under political management it ran rather deeply in
the red. and it was up to the Government to dispose of it and up
to the community to aequire it.
NATIONAL
21-liquid - quori
Recently the city and county
WINCHESTER 12-gauge. fuli
PRESSURE CANNERS. Al
4-PIECE METAL
did what they could to help fichoke, 6-shot pump
.. $99.50
the
Methodist
nancially. and
aluminum. neavy duty size
CANISTER SET
STEVENS Model 311, 20church proposed to take over tho
with pressure gauge and oth
gauge double-barrel .... $65.00
hospital and operate it if the
Every
kitchen
needs this set! Fine for
er
features.
public would raise $58,000 to putSAVAGE Model 220, 12storing coffee, sugar, rice bean.s,
the institution in the clear. TI,e
gauge, single barrel
$32.50
cookies. flour or what have you.
climax of the story is that tho
$23.95
people went down into their
IVER JOHNSON Champion,
Regular price $1.19
National Presto or Burpee Pressure Canner:;
16-gauge, full choke. Single
jeans for the fifty-eight thoasmore,
Darrel .........
._......_.-...... $25.00
and end twelve thousand
Our Red Hot Special Price
7-quart size $21.95
Ilenderson's fine Health CenModel
R-5-11
SCOUTMASTER
Government
-ter, also -built with
Streamliner 7-quart size Pressure Canners
Complete, 89c
.22
bolt-action
ropeat,ing
money. will be owned and operifle
$30.00
$19.95
city
;
county
an,d
the
rated by
jcintly.
Nlodel 514-A Remington single
7-Quart Cold Pack Canners _
_ _.. $2.50
'"he Henderson Lions Clulshot, bolt action .22 rifle $17.50
furnishes free eye examinations ; 7-half-gallon (or 9-quarts) Cold Pack Canners
and free glasses for every under•
$4.50
Remington and Western Ammunition
and t
privileged child in the
county, regardless of race or ro ;
DORMEYER ELECTRIC
12 gauge: 6 and 7 1-2 shot
410 gauge: 7 1-2 shot
ligion. The mones: for the work
is raised mainly by selling sight!
16 gauge: 6 and 8 shot
.22 gauge: shorts, longs
seals once a year.
long-rifles, hollow-points
20 gauge: 6 shot
The Junior Chamber of Commerce bought equipment for a
flee dental clinic and operates it
Gleaming white enamGENUINE LEATHER! OFFICIAL
in conjunction with the Health
, THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
Department This clinic serves
in
all underprivileged children
el finish;,3-speed motAs Surveyed by Billboard
the city and county. Much of the
Magazine
raised
is
money for this projeest
or, light ccnstruction;
with an annual Thrtle Derby
1. You call Everybody 6. 12th Street Rag
held in the high school stadium.
OFFICIAL size and weight
The dentists of Henderson serve
magic-mix-i- exclusive
Darlin'
7. You Can't Be True
the clinic free of charge.
. . genuine pebble-grain
The Jaycees also equipped a
Dear
arm feature; super2. My Happiness
leather, ore-laced, with
playground known as
large
GoNifellows Field, for softball
8. Woody Woodpecker
non-protruding needle
and other sports which led to the
power motor. Com3. It's Magic
playcsts,blishment of other
9. Maybe You'll be
valve insert. Get yours
grounds in the city.
4. A Tree in the
plete with 2 mixing
There.
govdistrict
$2050
Rhoads
L.
NOW, iust as the season is
Meadow
ernor of the Lions and active,
10. Underneath the
and up
bowls.
about to start!
member of the Jaycees teHs of
many other protects educational'
5.
Love
Somebody
Arches
and recreational that the two!
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
service clubs have sponsored, but
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
there is not space enough for all
p
HR
as
osG
ocRkA
-TATAS
ctll
orajA
e yCas
6:3
eo
s(
t0
111dp103
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ocvoerrdsw
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A COMPLETE STOCK OF SMALL HOUSEHOLD NEEDS FROM 5c - 10c - 25c UP

fULTON 21-11111CifIJIINITUK to.
CANNERS

RED-HOT

SPECIAL:

GUNS, AMMUNITION

THE LATEST PHONOGR.PH
RECPIID
NARffifii
i

MIXERS

o1

FOOT BALLS

rs
•
tank;
U.

'E:

6

lenge
time.
el at
500ertor)ra.ge
wage
with

LY

10

$29.95

or an old
A new upstart
and!
competitor rejuvenated
how the life of trade does flow!!
I
Come in and browse around

Fairbanks-Morse

anytime. Our courteous clerks

'A Name worth Remembering'

will assist you in any

WATER SYSTEM.%

JOHNSON'S WAX
Pak IL

way

possible. You're always wel-

• WATER SOFTENERS
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

come at Fulton

Electric

Gives rich wax lustre, protects
against wear, simplifies cleaning. 5
9
,
Polishes quickly and •asily.

&

Furniture Company.

H. E. GRIGGS
E'!Icne

1109-J-Fulton Hiway
t n ,:rn C:ty, Tenn.

A NEW
PRODUCT

for WALLS,WOODWORK

AaVIfitilNal

EASY! LOVELY!THRIFTY!

Arreammikow_kt
,

FURICTURE, MACHNERY,
TOYS

41/

$0Sullt0

eir

PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS

16,1
,

,V.11

AUTHORIZED
Z0yediy)
.
JEWELER'S
Vour Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

'WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
224 Lake St.

Plicote Color Finish withstands repeated
scrubbing ... and hard•usage. Will noi chip,
'crack or peel from ordinary wear. Resists
boiling water, heat, fruit jpices, stains, alcohol, burns, scratches and abirasions.' Its high, mirror-like
finish and attractive color.s are

ideal for Bathroows, Kitchens
sind Furaiturg

orJRtew:Zzlfw
3

oveit,
40,000,0u.,

Kern-Tone is made with
OILS and RESINS scientifically processed to mix
with water for convenience
andcconomy.

2

NY/41

MrFofff42147/

#. 4
Ira‘

ROOMS ARE
DECORATED

Beoutifu: Co:ors

2-Individually registeres1
in the owner's name;

4-One uniform national
price on scaled-on tag.

at 8 AVM MOW/

deve!opment!

1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to bc perfect;

3-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft:

print

is now ava;lab!e to
use at home! it's a
new Post-war

arzo yartyi

Magic! Kem-Tone covers
most interior surfaces in
one quick coat. No priming, no sizing needed. Just
roll or brush on Kem-Tone I

wITH

4

7,11WAY

iftlril/lannle/

PER CAE.
rests tor.

DOES AN
AVERAGE ROOM!
Replace furnishings, enjoy
your Kem -Tone room 60
minutes after painting.

•N•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••04.00••••••••••••

MEOWS ONLY ONE
GENUINMEM-TONEI
ACCEPT NO
SUILSTITUTES

pleasant! Kem Tone
psintsewithout solvent
fumes. No "palmy" odorl

HOW

1
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McDade Scores
Again In Trap Shoot

SUN HEROD, OWNED BY P. L. GRISSOM
TAKES TOP HONORS IN DETROIT RACES

I

Friday, September 10, 1948

' Letters To The Editor
NEW

new fall

Editor, The NEWS:
-Past becoming a4 sharp shoot
"Let us Co-operate."
er of cainiiderable prowess, Bill
What we are unable to uncle: ARRIVALS
McDade placed scaond in the
stand is why the merchants of
BeeHool Handicap Trap TournaFulton can't cooperate like tho
Owner Is Son of Mrs. Emma Grissom
DEPART!MENT
ment held Labor Day in Obion,
merchants in other towns its size
Kentucky
Valley,
Water
Of
Tenn.
was classified as a
do.
Bituoeiter with a score of 46 out
For instanae, last Saturday the
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Nall o Chamber of
-4 50, with no handicap.
You just can't beat West Ken- urday before 17,299.
Commerce, one of
the
announce
Calhoun,
Ky.,
thr
3hooting with a handicap of tucky folks for getting in
"P. L. Grissom's six-year-old
our finest organizations, sent a
pound.
Li
birth
eight
of
an
petition around for the mei' Yards he was secoat with a limelight with the bestest and gelding defeated Porter's Broor.,
dre ut 45 out of 50. He placed the mostest, all the time. If its in the $15,000 Martin Nathanson ounce girl, Martha Allen, born chants to sign. agreeing to
tbal in the doubles competition beautiful women. fine crops or Handicap to gain the title. The Friday, September 3 at 2:45 p.m. all day Labor Day. •To this, most
,
fine, horses they're somewhere Broom had taked an early claim in the OwensbOro Daviess Coun- of the
lath 33 out of 50.
merchanas responded
around to take the high honors. to it by virtue of six victories— ty Hospital in Owensboro. Ky without question, but when the
_111's face lights up with enFor instance, P. L. Grissom, five in handicaps—in 10 starts Mrs. Nall is the former Mildred showdown came onle a few of
thinciasm when the subject ef son of Mrs. Emma Grissom 'of here.
Roberts of Fulton.
those who agreed to close re
trap shooting is mentioned and Water Valley loves horses. He's
"What's more, he became the
mained closed. The rest remainanfrom
sport
all
he latows the
Major and Mrs. Paul J. Dur- ed open for
been enthusiastic about good biggest money-maker in one seabusiness as usual.
ardent
several
one
of
He
is
gles.
horses for a long time and has son in Detroit racing history. Of bin formerly of Fulton announce
Fulton businessmen when you
NEW AUTUMN
trap-shooters who have been at- owned some mighty fine breeds his 1948 earnings of $64,675, he the birth of an eight pound 10 agree
to a holiday for yourselvtending the various tournaments He took the honors in Detroit colleated $49,500 here.
ounce ,son born September 5. es and
employees
why not stick
ttias area.
recently with a very fine horse"It was Sun Herod's day, how - in an Asbury, N. J., hospital. to it, even if every other mercalled Sun Herod.
ever. His victory was a reward- NIajor Durbin is enroute to Ja- chant in town breaks the agreeAmerica Thru
Here's what the Detroit pap- ing one for Owner Grissom, who pan.
ment? That's the only way to
Doublif - breasted
swing back
(Continued from page one) ers had to say about Owner paid $76,000 to get Sun Herod
have cooperation.
coats in all-wool gabardine, co
Mr.
and
Reams
Charles
Mrs.
If we are men, let's think and
Grissom and his horse. Sun Hee- Fertile Lands, Dinner Hour and
vert or suede . . . raglan or reg
floence on the people, -and far od.
Master Bid last winter. Now Sun are the parents of seven pound do as men and cut out this child
ten ounce baby girl, Peggy Jear ,play stuff.
from a-- dictatorship. The King
ular sleeves. Range of Fall col"It took Sun Herod 85 days to Herod has virtually paid the way born
Saturday September 4 at
is held in great affection ,by the prove his right to- the sprint for all four."
irs, sizes 8 to 20.
—A CITIZEN
the -Fulton Hospital. Mrs. Reams
English, although he bows to championship of the Fairgrounds,
is the former Carolyn Atkins.
the will of the existing govern but he did on getaway day SatFarm Machinery
PILOT OAIC
ment on policy matters of the
, Farmers need more agricul
Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Collins, tural
machinery. One reason
Those taking advantage of the Route 2, Greenfield announces they're not getting it, is that
Flaying kept up with American
holiday viere, Mr. and Mrs. Mur- the birth of a seven pound four manufacturers aren't obtainirg
authors all her life, Mrs. Gaddy
ray Yates, Hazel Yates and Ed ounce son, born Monday Septem- enough steel. Last week. memwas considerably better prepared
'die Brodkorb of Pontiaa, Mich ber 6 at Havi,-s Hospital.
bers of the Senate Small Busito meet this aountry face to fac
They were the guest of Mr. and
ness Committee completed a rethan was another of her countryMrs.
John
Yates.
Mr.
James
Fin- Courtesy To Tourists
port on this situation, for transwomen who, about to depart as
ley who visited with his par
mittal to the Commence Departass American bride, asked "should
Offered
Course
Here
'ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emmett
Finment.
stir bring along a gun for the
Edd Anderson, the 18-year Obi ley, Mrs. Maggie Vaughn visited
This report would seem to in-:
Inandits. Indians and other danIs Fulton interested in a state
Kennett, Missouri, farm lad who her aaaughter. Mrs. Jack Olive
cers" of her new country.
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COATS
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CHAMPION PICKE
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SUIT CLASSIC
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$24.98 t° $39.98

OLD LOS ANGELES
Willi

?MUM

UTILE WOOL DRESSES

Pau/et(' Readva!

taillP H.EUM.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

MULE SALE
SATURDAY, SEPT, 11, 1:30 P. M,

in

OKLAHOMA BLUES
Cartoon and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY
_____ _____
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR.
MARIA CROSET
in

-THE EXILE
Comedy and Ungtoon
RTE. - WED. - THUR.
Double Feature
AZABETH SCOTT
BURT LANCASTER

b$20 000in PRIZES
World's largest Contest Exclusively for Poultry Raisers

•

JLMMY WAKELY
'VIRGINIA BELMONT

EGG LAYING CONTEST

NEWBERN SALES CO. BARN,
NEWBERN,TENN.
WILL SELL 60 HEAD OF
YEARLING MARE MULES
THESE MULES ARE AS GOOD AS CAN BE FOUND ANY
WHERE. They are from Kansas . . . from good mares and
Jacks and have several sorrel pairs mated close and the BEST.
SOME GOOD GREYS and others BLACK and RED BAYS
with white noses.
NOW IF YOU THINK YOU NEED ANY MULES in the future BE SURE TO ATTEND THIS SALE. They will make
the right kind te break and make as the BEST Ls ALWAYS
the CHEAPEST.

I WALK ALONE

OWNER: VIRGIL SHEPARD, Helena, Ark.

plus

Sale at

FREDDIE STEWART
JUNE PRESSER '

tiEWBERN SALES COMPANY BARN

CAMPUS SLEUTH •

Newbern, Tenn.

WE RECOMMEND THESE TWO CHOWS...

$12.98
(Right)
Bright
vvool plaids
with full -flare skirt; short and
three - quarter - length
sleeves;
iizes 9-20.

$8,98 t° $11 98

TO
PPLEMEN13
GRAIN...

Everything irt
one bag—noth•
ing else to feed.
For top •ir g
production ...
for top quality
eggs. Feed
PURINA LATENA

Fall Fashion News
in -Crystal"

BLOUSES

Tum your groin
into a balanced
egg-maker.Low
cost ... high
egg production.
Feed your grain
half and half
with
PURINA LAY CHOW

Tailored
and
dressy
styles. Choose several
combinations
to give
your wardrobe an autumn face-lifting!
Kelly Green, red, white
and black; sizes 32-40.

$2.98 l° $5.98

YOUR STORE WITH THE. CHECKERBOARD 5, CiN

REED BROS. FEED & SEED
409 College St.

Phone 620
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ROBERTS STORE
422 LAKE STREET
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